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Fifty Years of Forest Hydrology 
in the Southeast 
C. RhettJackson, Ge Sun, Devendra Amatya, Wayne 7: Swank, Mark Riedel, 

Jim Patric, Tom Williams, Jim M. Vose, Carl Trettin, W Michael Aust, 
R Scott Beasky, Humlin Williston, and George G. Ice 

ABSTRACT: The forests of the southeastern United States are incredibly 
valuable and diverse, both for timber production and for the aquatic habi- 
tat they provide. These overlapping values and diverse conditions have 
spawned numerous studies to assess how forest management affects 
hydrology and water quality. In the mountains, key watershed studies 
include those conducted at USDA Forest Service research facilities at 
Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory in North Carolina and Fernow 
Experimental Forest in West Virginia. Research on hilly topographies 
includes work from the Oxford Hydrologic Laboratory in Mississippi and 
Grant Forest in Georgia. The South also has vast tracts of forested flat- 
woods and wetlands that represent poorly drained sites, which are not 
commonly studied in other regions. Hydrologic research is made difficult 
in these sites because of conditions such as shallow relief, poorly defined 
drainages, and periodic inundation. Some key research on these types of 
sites include the IMPAC study in central Florida, the Santee Watershed 
Study in South Carolina, the Belle Baruch Hydrologic Institute in So~ith 
Carolina, the North Carolina State Wetland Research Program, and the 
Mobile-Tensaw River Delta Study in Alabama. The lessons of watershed 
research in the South are that site-specific conditions that influence hydro- 
logic and water quality response must be properly identified to apply 
appropriate management practices and interpret water quality impacts 
from forest operations. Although roads represent a major source of srdi- 
ment in upland sites, they sometimes have proven to be minor sources in 
poorly drained locations. Management practices that disturbed wetland 
forest soils and would be expected to dramatically accelerate sediment loss 
from comparable upland sites instead have been found to increase sedi- 
ment trapping efficiency. Water quality assessed as impaired for one site 
may be typical of natural conditions for another. Rapid recovery from 
disturbance is often seen, as these productive forest sites revegetate in 
response to disturbance. Connecting all these varied responses to forest 
management and our desire to interpret them is a basic requirement to 
understand the hydrologic cycle, determine how water pathways lead to 
runoff, and measure how water interacts with watershed physical and 
biological processes, including evapotranspiration. Extensive literature 
citations guide further investigation of these issues. 
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Introduction 
The forests of the southeastern United States - defined broadly as 

everywhere east of the Mississippi %ver and south of the Ohio River and 
Pennsylvania, with the addition of Arkansas, Louisiana, and west Texas - 
are among the most productive and diverse in the world. These diverse 
conditions have led to a rich aquatic fauna. The southeastern United 
States is reported to have the world's greatest diversity of temperate fresh- 
water fish, with more than 500 species (more than half of the freshwater 
fish species in North America) (USGS 2003). Ninety percent (nearly 300) 
of the freshwater mussel species in the United States occur in this regon. 
Overlapping these important aquatic resources is a vibrant timber indus- 
try: The South is estimated to produce 60 percent of the nation's forest 
products (Ware and Greis 2002). Fittingly, the area has been home to 
numerous forest hydrology research programs, many involving long-term 
watershed studies. Extensive collaboration between land-grant universities, 
the USDA Forest Senice, and wood products companies has marked these 
research programs. Much of the basic knowledge of forest hydrologic 
processes and forestry best management practices (BMP) has been devel- 
oped in the southeastern United States. As a result of the numerous hydro- 
loge, research activities in the Southeast, a brief review of southeastern 
forest hydrology research must overlook many studies and details of 
interest to hydrologuts. The goals of this chapter are to provide a general 
overview of hydrologic knowledge developed in the Southeast and to serve 
as a bibliographic reference for many keystone research papers by south- 
eastern forest hydrologists. 

Re9;onal Setting: Climate, Topopbhy ,  and Hydrology 
The southeastern United States encompasses a broad array of physio- 

graphic regions in which differences in soils, geology, topography, and 
climate cause variations in hydrologic behavior and create different water 
quality issues for forest management. Climate, geology, and topography 
are three major factors that dictate regional hydrologic patterns, soil 
development, and forest structure and functions. Any attempt to project 
impacts of management practices on hydrology must consider these three 
factors as background controls. Most southern forests are located in the cli- 
mate system described as humid forest, with cool winters and warm-to-hot 
summers (Muller and Grymes 1998). Topography and elevation in the 
southern 'linited States alter this pattern greatly, however, and result in a 
variety of hydrologc and water quality conditions. 

There are many ways to define the South to describe overall forest hydro- 
logic conditions and the driving forces behind them. Wolock and McCabe 
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(1999) use nine major ecoregion provinces that support forest ecosystems 
as a spatial framework to describe hydrology in the South. Table 3-1 
contrasts hydrologc behavior - in terms of total annual runoff amount, 
runoff-to-precipitation ratio, and seasonal distribution of runoff - using 
regional long-term hydrometeorological databases (The Ouachita and 
Ozark ecoregion provinces are combined in the table.) Another method is 
Bailey's (1995) ecoregion classification system (Figure 3-1). Each of the 10 
major provinces occurring within the southern geographic region has 
unique hydrologic characteristics as affected by climate, topography, soils, 
and vegetation covers. 

Table 3-1. Cornpar tson of Hyd ro log i c  C h a r a c t m t i c s  o f l l l n j m  Sou th  ~clstm~ Physio'graplzic 
Regzons (Wolock and M c C a b e  1999) 

Physiographic Forest 
Province Topography Climate and Hydrology Management Concerns 

Outer Coastal Poorly drained flat lands, High precipitation (PPT) (s31,200 mm yr'); tinpaas on forested wetland 
Plain - mixed elevation cr 100 m warm temperature; high evapotranspira- hydroperiod and water quality; 
forest tion (ET) (>65% of PPT); variable runoff high water tables; anlflcial 

(300-800 mm yr'); low runoff ratio surface drainage essential; 
( ~ 3 0 %  most areas); slow-moving streams rutting; soil compaction 

Southern - Upper coastal plain and PPT 1,200-1,400 mm yr'; moderate Sedimentation due to new 
mixed forest piedmont; elevation runoff (200-800 mm yr I) ;  moderate ground disturbaarce during 

100-300 m runoff ratio (20--60%) haweit and site prelipration; 
historical land uses (c lannel 
alteration due to deposition 
or erosion) 

Central Steep hillslopes at high High PPT (1,100-2,000 mm Sedimentation due to new 
Appalachian - elevation (300-2,000 m) yr'); high runoff (400-1,200 mm y~ '); forest road construclion 
broadleaf forest, high runoff ratio (:>50%); low ET due to and historical land uses; trout 
coniferous forest, low air temperature habitat 
meadow (,Blue 
Ridge) 

Eastern Broadleaf Rugged topography; long, PPT 1,000-1,600 mm yr '; hrgh runoff Sedimentation from roads and 
Oceanic Province narrow valleys and ridges; ratio (>40%) skid trails for hardwood forest 

elevation 300-800 m harvesting 

Eastern Broadleaf Dendrit~c dramage w ~ t h  PPT decreased from 1,400 to 1,000 mm Sed~mentat~on from road and 
Cont~nental w~nd~ng narrow-crested yr ' northward, runoff (500-700 mm yr ') harvest~ng operations 
Prov~nce (Curnber- r~dges and deep, narrow and runoff ratio (35-45a/o) decreased 
land Plateau) valleys, elev. 100-400 m westward 

Lower Mississippi Alluvial plains; elevation High precipitation (1,200-1,500 mm yr ') Harvesting impacts on wetland 
- riverine forest <SO m with decreasing south-north gradient; low water quality and site produc- 

runoff (450-550 mm yr I); low runoff tivity; sod compaction 
ratio ( ~ 3 5 % )  

Ouach~ta M~xed Rugged topography with Precrp~tation decreasing northwestward Impact of forestry actlvltles 
Forest - reltef over 300 m, narrow from 1,500-400 mm yr ', runoff 400-550 on water qual~ty and site 
Meadow and valleys and floodplains mm yr ', runoff ratlo (>45%) h~ghest on productivity 
Ozark Broadleaf high elevat~ons of the Ouachita and 
Forest Boston Mountains 

Prairie Parkland Flat with elevation 1 5  m l o w  but variable precipitation decreased Impact of intensive pine 
(subtropical) in the Coastal Plain to dramatically westward (700-1,100 mrn forest management effects 

500 m in the western yr'); high El; low runoff (50-300 nrm yr '); on sedimentation 
Great Plains runoff ratio (5-25%). 
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Central Appalsch~an 
Broadleaf ForestCorufero~ 
F O T B S ~ - M S ~ ~ O W  Figure 3- 1. 

j. ecoregzon 
classz~cation 
system for the 
Southeast. 

Seasonal dynamics of stream runoff depend on the balances of precipi- 
tation (PPT) input, evapotranspiration (ET) loss, and soil moisture 
storage capacity. Across the southeastern United States, potential 
evapotranspiration generally is higher than precipitation in the summer 
but lower in other seasons. Therefore, streamflow is the highest in the 
winter and lowest in the summer. Flatlands, with lower precipitation and 
Iess-defined drainage networks, tend to display lower runoff than steep hill 
and mountain regions. These differences of hydrologic characteristics 
define all aspects of the water quantity and quality responses to manage- 
ment and the design of BMPs. 

Ear4 Research on Hydmlogic Processes 
Prior to the 1960s Horton overland flow was the dominant process used 

to explain stormflow generation. Horton overland flow occurs when 
precipitation rates exceed soil infiltration rates and the excess runs over 
the ground surface (Horton 1933). Although many hydrologists, starting 
in the 1940s, understood that the Horton model did not fit observations of 
runoK and streamflow from forested basins very well, there had been little 
development of alternative conceptual models for streamflow and storm- 
flow generation. 

Today forest hydrologists explain runoff patterns using the "variable 
source area" concept and our understanding of subsurface flow. Although 
these concepts were semi-independently developed by several researchers 
around the world (Betson 1964; Tennessee Valley Authority 1964; Hewlett 
and Hibbert 1967; Ragan 1967; Dunne and Black 1970a, 1970b), they were 
championed by southeastern forest hydrologists - principally Roger 
Betson, John Hewlett, and Alden Hibbert. The variable source area 
concept (Hewlett and Hibbert 1967) describes the changing source area 
or portion of a watershed that contributes to runoff. This dynamic, shrink- 
ing and expanding source area is a product of both watershed and storm 
characteristics. Portions of the landscape (e.g., wetlands, low floodplains, 
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hillslope hollows), where the water table occurs near the ground surface 
for much of the year or where subsurface flows converge, frequently are 
source areas. Depending on antecedent moisture conditions, these areas 
can saturate quickly during rainfall and, when co~inicrcd to the stream 
network, will contribute to stream nmoff. Inter flow refers to shallow lateral 
subsurface flow moving through surface soils with high liydraiilic condur- 
tivities and moving over layers with restrictive conductivitir~ In terrain 
with moderate and steep slopes and low-condurtivity layers near the 
ground surface, interflow is an important contributor to storm hydro- 
graphs. Preferential subsurface flow pathways also are important in many 
forest sites where animal burrows, root channels, and other macropores 
can literally pipe flow downslope. As rainfall continues, tlre area of saturated 
soils and the area contributing subsurface flow expands. This expanding 
and shrinking contributing portion of the watershed is termed the variable 
source area. 

Several key studies in the Southeast advanced these concepts and theories. 
In the early 1960s Roger Betson, a scientist for the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, attempted to fit a mathematical model of Worton overland flow 
to runoff data from mixed-cover basins in western North Carolina and 
eastern Tennessee (Betson 1964). Betson found that '"runoff usually origi- 
nates from a small, but relatively consistent, part of the watershed."@etsot~ 
had accidentally discovered the importance of variable source areas in 
stormflow generation. Betson's data and model indicated that only '5-40 per- 
cent of watersheds were contributing stormtlow, and he called these "effec- 
tive runoff producing areas." Betson's results demonstrated why previous 
efforts to calculate eEective infiltration rates based on watershed response 
rarely agreed with in situ measurement5 of soil infiltratiun capacities. 

Hewlett and Hibbert (1967) separated storn~flows out of long-term 
hydrographs from 24 southeastern and eastern streams and ralcuiated two 
forms of watershed response factors characterizing the arnoilnt of precipi- 
tation that became stormflow within each watershed. These response factor 
metrics were fairly robust and could be calculated with an accuracy of better 
than plus or minus 15 percent accuracy from six years of data. For 15 of 
the 24 streams, the rainfall that became stormflow was <I0 percent, and for 
23 of the 24 streams, it was <20 percent. Hewlett and Hibbert linked water- 
shed responsiveness metrics to the concept of variable sourct areas. 

Hewlett (1961b) and Hewlett and Hibbert (1963) pioneered the study of 
interflow with a series of inclined trough experiments conducted at the 
USDA Forest Service Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory. Interflow is the lat- 
eral downslope subsurface movement of water in saturated or unsaturated 
soil above a soil or bedrock layer that impedes vertical drainage. Hewlett 
and Hibbert sought to explain sustained interstorm baseflow in mo~intain 
streams in basins where saturated groundwater aquifers did not exist. They 
built and instrumented a 45-ft-long and 3-ft-deep soil-filled concrete trough 
inclined on a 40 percent slope, and they measured c)utflow for 150 days 
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t 

folIowing saturation of the slope. Whereas large pores drained in only 1.5 Typic Hapludults, which cover the largest area of any soil group at 
days, unsaturatecl interflow sustained or~tflow from the slope for the entire 

I 

Coweeta, and Hurnic Hapludultq. Vegetation of the region is cornpt.rsetl of 
150-day drainage period. Hewlett and Hibbert's work demonstrated the mixed mesophytic forests; the four major forest types have been described 
importance of interflow as a mechanism for redistributing soil moisture 

I 

by Day, Phillips, and Monk (1988) and are characterized by considerable 
and maintaining baseflows in steep topography underlain by relatively 

' diversity of tree species (Elliott et al. 1997). 
impermeable layers. Since the establishment of Coweeta, 32 weirs have been installed on 

Mountain Upland Watmhed .Research in the Southeast streams in the laboratory, but many weirs are no longer operational (see 

An unusual aspect of forest hydrology research in the Southeast has Figure 3-2). Currently 16 streams are gaged. Eight watersheds havc 

been the number of high-quality, long-term watershed studies, including remained relatively undisturbed since the establishment of the laboratory 

many paired watershed studies evaluating hydrologc effects of timber har- and serve as controls in paired watershed experiments. A wide range of man- 

vest. This section provides an overview of the major long-term watershed agement prescriptions and/or experimen~zil treatments has been applied 

studies located mainly in the mountains of the South. The Appalachian, over the years to Coweeta watersheds. Detailed descriptions can be found in 

Ouachita, and Boston Mountains are sites where high-value streams and individual papers, which focus on each watershed (see discussion below) 

abundant precipitation can occur. Slope steepness also can lead to higher I 

erosion potentials, although erosion also is influenced by soil and geology. 

Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory, North Carolina 
The Coweeta Hydrologic L'aboratory was formally established in 1934 120-degree shuq-cresled 

Vnotch wazr at (;;?weeta 
and, as noted by Odum (1988), represents the longest continuous envi- Pzctured zs Rzchnrd A 
ronmerltal study on any landscape in North America. Coweeta is located in Hertzleu, who &eloped, 
the Nantahala Mountain Range ofwestern North Carolina, within the Blue the dtscha?;qe ratzng 

equatzon for the 120- Ridge Physiographic Province. The 2,185 ha laboratory comprises two degree notch whzle he 
adjacent, east-facing, bowl-shaped basins. The 1,626 ha Coweeta Basin has rum pmplqyed at Coulerta. 
been the primary site for watershed experimentation; the 559 ha Dryrnan (Photo rourlery C n r i ~ ~ ~ t a  

Hydrolofizc Laboratory, 
Fork Basin has been held in reserve for future studies, including projects Southern Experiment 
currently being planned. 

Elevations range from 675 m in the administrative area to 1,592 m at 
Albert Mountain; this relief produces gradients in hydrologic, climatic, I 

A baseline network for precipitation and stream chemistry rneasure- 
and vegetation characteristics. There are about 73.4 km of streams within I 

ments was initiated in 1968 and expanded to the entire basin by 1972. 
the laboratory; 75 percent of the total stream length is composed of first- Routine analyses for the major inorganic constituents are conducted for 
and second-order streams (Wallace 1988). Two fourth-order streams, Ball eight precipitation-gaging sites, two dry deposi tion sites, eight streams 
Creek and Shope Fork, drain the Coweeta Basin and join within the labo- draining co~ltrol watersheds, and nine streams draining treated water- 
ratory boundary to form Coweeta Creek, a tributary that flows 7 km east to 

' 
sheds. Coweeta has been a site in the National Atmospheric Deposition 

' 
the Little Tennessee kver. t 

Program since 1980, which involves a variety of analyses of precipitation 
The climate at Coweeta is classified as marine, humid temperature I and air chemistry. 

because of high moisture and mild temperatures (Swift, Cunningham, and An annotated bibliography of publications is available for research 
Douglass 1988). Mean annual precipitation ranges from 180 crn at low ele- ' 

conducted at Coweeta and/or studies utilizing Coweeta data (Stickney, 
vations to 250 cm at high elevations, and less than 5 percent of the annu- 

I Swift, and Swank 1994); with an addendum, this conrpilat~on through 
a1 precipitation occurs as snow. Precipitation is somewhat uniformly dis- December 2002 includes 1,265 entries. 
tributed throughout the year. A detailed description of Coweeta climate is 

' 

provided by Swift, Cunningham, and Douglass (1988). Geology is ' Research Program at Coweeta 
I The research program at Coweeta represents a continuum of theory, 

dominated by metamorphic formations including schists, gneisses, and experimentation, and application using watersheds as landscape units for 
metasandstones (Hatcher 1988). Soils fall into two orders: immature 

study. An underlying philosophy guiding the research approach at 
Inceptisols and older, developed Ultisols. The Inceptisols include Umbric 

Coweeta is that the quantity, timing, and quality of streamflow provide an Dystrochrepts and Typic Dystrochrepts. The Ultisols are represented by , integrated measure of success or failure of land management practices. 

38 
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Hydrologic response to disturbance frequently has been used as a research 
tool for interpreting ecosystem behavior. A n  interdisciplinary research 
approach has been a key characteristic of the program. Previous papers 
have documented the establishment and early research history of Coweeta 
(Douglass and Hoover 1988). Subsequent long-term ecological research at 
the laboratory has been reviewed (Swank, Meyer, and Crossley 2002), and 
a book highlights some of the major scientific information derived from 
forested watershed research at Coweeta (Swank and Crossley 1988b). 
In the following sections, we summarize these past and present research 
contributions. 

Early Research at Coweeta 
Charles R. Hursll was principally responsible for the initial development 

of the research program at Coweeta. His template for research was the 
hydrologic cycle, which he considered fundamental to determine the prin- 
ciples underlying the relation of forest cover to the supply and distribution 
of meteorological water (Douglass m ~ d  Hoover 1988). Following the estah- 
lishment of an extensive network of climatic and stream gagng stations 
and subsequent collection of records in the early 1930s, experimental 
treatments were implemented on four watersheds between 1939 and 1941. 
In three of the experiments, effects on the flow regime, erosion and 
stream sedimentation of conversion from forest to mountain farming 
(cornfield and pasture), cattle grazing in woodlands, and exploitative 
logging were clernonstrated (Lieberman and Hoover 1948a, 1948b; 
Johnson 1952; Dils 1953; Sluder 1958). Findings from these experiments 
contributed to improved land-use practices in the southern Appalachians. 
In the fourth experiment, all trees were felled on a watershed (logs not 
yarded off watershed) to determine changes in the hydrologic cycle 
(Kovner 1955, 1957). Concurrent studies and analyses examined runoff 
processes and soil hydrologic characteristics (Hursh and Brater 1941; 
Hursh and Fletcher 1942; Hoover and Hursh 1943), which provided 
insights into bas~c relations of forests and runoff. 

In the years after World War I1 until the late 1950s, several management 
practices and vegetation manipulation experiments were conducted at 
Coweeta to ftlrther examine the effects of different cutting prescriptions 
and vegetation type conversions on the quantity, quality, and timing 
of streamflow. Findings from these studies provided new information in 
syntheses that were to follow. 

The 1 960s and 1 970s 
Earlier watershed experirnentatictrl demonstrated the general effects 

of land-use practices and vegetation manipulation on the quantity and 
quality of streamflow, but responses were highly variable and quantitatively 
unpredictable. It was clear that more detailed studies of hydrologc 
processes were needed to explain cause-and-effect relationships and provide 
a foundation for the development of hydrologic models. 

C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

During the succeeding two decades, significant advances wrre made in 
forest hydrology at Coweeta. Based on the early work of Hursh and Brates 
(1941) and Hoover and Hursh (1943), Hewlett (1961a) refined the roll- 
cepts of streamflow generation for forested hillslopes - i.e., saturated/ 
unsaturated drainage from soil profiles are the processes genrrdring 
stormflow and base flow feeding Coweeta streams. This refinenlent was in 
sharp contrast to the previously held Hortonian concept of overland flow 
as the process for streamflow generation. Hewlett's concept was demon- 
strated and verified by Hewlett (1961b) and Hewlett and Wibbert (1963) 
using large, sloping, artificially packed soil models. Hewlett and Troendle 
(1975) subsequently expanded these findings to develop the variable 
source area model for first- and second-order watersheds. A more 
complete history on the development of this topic is given by Hibbert arid 
Troendle (1988). 

The quantification and importance of rainfall interception in the hydro- 
logic balance was a major contribution emerging Croni Cowreta. This 
research included studies on interception loss in white plne (Hrlvey 196'7) 
and loblolly pine (Swank, Goebel, and Helvey 1972) forests; hardwood 
forest litter interception (Helvey 1964); design criteria for interception 
studies (Helvey and Patric 1966) ; comprehensive literature reviews and 
development of general equations for estimating in terception paralneters 
for eastern hardwoods (Helvey and Patric 1965) and conifer forests 
(Helvey 1971); and development of a model to predict water content and 
evaporation for hardwood leaf litter (Moore and Swank 1975). T h ~ s  body 
of research has been used extensively by investigators to intrrprrt hydro- 
loge and nutrient cycling responses to management and vegetation 
manipulation practices. 

Studies on the spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture for- 
steep forested land were an important contribution from Coweeta. C)n the 
basis of extensive soil moisture sampling in the first 2 rn of soil over a severi- 
year period, Helvey and Hewlett (1962) showed that soil water content 
followed a sine curve, with long-term maxima and minima at the begin- 
ning of spring and autumn, respectively. The long-term annual cycle of soil 
moisture was almost perfectly correlated with the annual cycle of strearn- 
flow. Scientists at Coweeta evaluated the use of the neutron meter. for 
measuring soil moisture (Hewlett, Douglass, and Clutter 1964) and devel- 
oped improved techniques for using this instrumentation (Douglass 1962. 
1966). The technique subsequently was used in studies to show the source 
and rates of soil moisture use by forest trees (Patric, Douglass, and Hewlett 
1965) and annual patterns of soil moisture content in relation to topo- 
graphic positions at a regional scale (Helvey, Hewlett, and Do~~glass 1972). 
More specific details of both interception and soil moisture research ;it 

Coweeta are provided by Helvey and Patric (1988). 
Syntheses of watershed studies at reponal and global scales for forest 

treatment effects on water yield provided generalities on the relationships 
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between forests and streamflow 111 a review of 39 studies available at the 
time, Hibhert (1966) concludes that removal of or reduction in forest 
stands increases water yield and that reforestation decreases water yield. 
Using experimental cutting data for hardwood forests in the Appalachian 
Highlands, Douglass and Swank (1972, 1975) derived equations for pre- 
dicting the first-year yield increase and the total volume of water following 
cutting. This empirical model, which is based on only two variables 
(percent basal cut and radiation load for the watershed), has proven use- 
ful for evaluating the effects of alternative management practices on both 
annual and intra-annual streamflow. Implementation of the model was 
facilitated through methods developed by Swift and Knoerr (1973) for 
estimating radiation on mountain slopes. 

Other long-term watershed studies at Coweeta on the effects of vegetation 
conversions on evapotranspiration and streamflow have yielded original 
results. The first watershed-scale evidence that species conversion from 
hardwood to white pine reduces water yield was reported for two Coweeta 
watersheds (Swank and Miner 1968). Subsequent research strengthened 
this finding and showed annual flow reductions of 20 percent, greater 
evapotranspiration, and a characteristic monthly distribution of stream- 
flow reductions for conversion of hardwood to pine (Swank and Schreuder 
1973, 1974; Swank and Douglass 1974). Other analyses showed that 
conversion to pine reduced the frequency of both high and low flows 
by 30-60 percent (Swank and Vose 1994). In another original vegetation 
conversion study, Hibbert (1969) described water yield changes after a 
Coweeta forested watershed was converted to grass. When grass production 

reducing peak discharge and stormflow volume. Forest harvest increased 
stormflow volumes (average 11 percent) and slightly increased peak flow 
rates ('7 percent at mean peak flow). Volume increases were larger for 
larger storms. Other research at Coweeta has examined the effect5 of 
commercial harvesting on storm hydrograph characteristics (Donglass and 
Swank 19'76; Swank, Douglass, and Cunningham 1982). Details of changes 
in water yield and timing of stream flow for watershed disturbances at 
Coweeta are given by Swank, S d t ,  and Dourlass (1988). - 

The impacts of forest cutting on stream temperatures have been studied 
extensively at Coweeta. When sueamside vegetation is cut, large increases 
in maximum stream temperature occur (Swift and Meser 1971), but tern- 
perature declines toward baseline values in about five years as streamside 
vegetation regrows (Swift 1973). The effectiveness of a narrow buffer strip 
of uncut trees and shrubs in maintaining normal stream temperatures also 
has been demonstrated (Swift and Baker 1973). 

As reviewed by Swift (1985), forest access road design and construction 
and their effectiveness in reducing soil loss have been important areas of 
research since the establishment of the laboratory. Many of the principles 
and guidelines for forest roads have been drawn from Coweeta studies and 
adapted by government and industry groups. The broad-based d:p - 
sometimes referred to as the Coweeta dip (Hewlett and Douglass 1968) - 
probably has found the widest acceptance. Research on other specific road 
features has been reported by Swift (1984a, 1984b, 1986). Douglass (1974) 
reported on methods for sizing bridges and culverts for streams draining 
forested land in the southern A~~alachians.  

I I 

was high, water yield was about the same as expected from the original A pathfinding experiment was initiated in the Cowreta basin in 1962 to 
forest, but as grass productivity declined, water yield gradually i n c ~ a s e d  demonstrate the concept of multiple-use management (Hewlztt and 
until i t  exceeded yield from the forest by about 15 percent In Years of low Doug1ass 1968). The compatibility of managng timber, water, wildlife, 
grass production, the frequency of flows below a minimum discharge and recreation was evaluated and provides an on-the-ground forum to view 
decreased and base flow increased (Burt and Swank 1992). and discuss long-term ~esult3 of multiple management goals (Doug]zs and 

In another long-term study, a c~earcutting tJXament first applied to a Swank 1976; Swank 1998). This watershed-based study demons~ates that 
mixed hardwood-covered watershed in 1940 Was replicated in 1963. The Appalachian forests Can be managed successfully for a variety of 
flow recovery response in association with structural characteristics of the uses. Many of the findings from this project have been factored into forest 
successional vegetation provided evidence, for the first time at a watershed management planning and practice. 
scale, of the need to include leaf area index as a parmeter in estimating and state environmental leeslation in the 1970s posed llew ! 
evapotranspiration of forests (Swank and Helvey 1970). These findings and needs for watershed research. Issues related to non- 
were subsequently used in the development and testing of an evapotran- pointsource pollution led to studies outside the Cowerta basin, which 
spiration model at Goweeta (SGft et al. 1975; Huff and Swank 1985); the were highly focused and of shorter duration. New information on the 
hydrologic model also was validated across a wide range of forested sites mtxhanical site preparation (Douglass and Swift 1977; Douglass 
(Vose and Swank 1992). and Goodwin 1980), herbicides (Neary, Bush, and Douglass 1981, 1983; 

The most definitive study at Goweeta on the effects of forest cutting On Neary 1983; N e a ~  et al. 1985; Neary, Bush, and Grant 19$6), and fire 
the storm hydrograph was conducted by Hewleu and  helve^ (1g70). After and Van Lear 1983; Douglass, Van Lear, and Valverde 1983) on 
an 1 ~ - ~ ~ a r  period, the mixed hardwood forest on a 44 ha water quality was obtained and strongly influenced managmlent 
watershed was clear-felled but not removed; there were no roads On the decisions of the era. 
watershed, The objective was to assess the basic effects of a forest cover On 
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Anctther major shift in research focus was the initiation in 1968 of 
mineral cycling research in a cooperative effort between Coweeta and the 
Institute of Ecology at the University of Georgia. The original objective was 
to investigate tile effects of experimental manipulations on nutrient cycles 
and forest productivity, as revealed by nutrient and water budgets 
(johnson and Swank 1973). 

1 980s to Present 
Nutrient cycling and associated ecological research at Coweeta has 

received continuous funding from the National Science Foundation 
(NSF) Swank, Meyer, and Crossiey (2002) provide a programmatic 
description of the research. In 1980 Coweeta was selected as one of the first 
six sites in the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) network funded by 
NSF; it continues to participate in the program. 

Long-term research on precipitation and stream chemistry for control 
watersheds at Coweeta provides a firm basis for evaluating the biogeo- 
chemistry function of southern Appalachian forest ecosystems and evalua- 
tion responses to forest management practices and natural disturbances 
(Swank and Waide 1988). Precipitation chemistry is dominated by Ht and 
SO,2- ions with a mean annual pH of 4.6. Streamwater chemistry of low-ele- 
vation watersheds is dominated by Na+ and HC0,-; for high-elevation 
watersheds, SO,' replaces HC0,-. Analyses of long-term trends of mean 
annual precipitation and stream chemistry show no significant trends of 
increasing or decreasing acidity (Swank and Waide 1988). Seasonal trends 
in concentrations and export of sol~ltes are regulated mainly by watershed 
dis~harge. Differences in net budgets (input minus output) among control 
watersheds reflect differences in bedrock geology within the Coweeta 
basin and in the hydrolog~c responses and biologcal characteristics of 
high- and low-elevation watersheds. 

Long-term measurements of solutes have been made for streams draining 
many of the disturbed watersheds at Coweeta (Swank 1988). Comparisons 
of annual nutrient budgets for control versus cfisturbed watersheds illustrate 
the importance of evapotranspiration processes in regulating biogeo- 
chemical cycles. Chemical budget data, combined with process research, 
also demonstrate the importance of biological processes (decomposition, 
net primary production, uptake, and storage of nitrate by vegetation) in 
regulating nutrient retention and loss from forest ecosystems. Relative to 
some forested regions of the United States, increases in streamwater nutri- 
ents are small in the Coweeta watersheds, even for the most drastic vege- 
tation disturbances, and have no adverse impact on water quality for 
municipal water supplies or downstream fisheries. 

The effects of natural disturbances on stream chemistry also have been 
observed at Coweeta for outbreaks by two different insects (Swank et al. 
1981; Swank 1988), extensive tree blowdown from hurricanes (Swank and 
I'ose 1997)) and ozone damage to vegetation (Swank and Vose 1990/91) . 

C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

Other syntheses of watershed ecosystem studies at Cawcrta evaluated the 
long-term changes (20 years) in vegetation, hydrology, arid water quality 
parameters following commercial clearcutting (Swank, Vosc, and Elliott 
2001; Elliott, Boring, and Swank 2002); assessed srages of  watershed nitlo- 
gen saturation in the context of altered nitrogen cycles and stream 
responses to disturbance (Swank and Vose 1997); and documented long- 
term forest management effects on soil carbon and nitrogen (Knoepp and 
Swank 199'7a) and soil cations (Kuoepp and Swank 1997tl). 

The collaborative, interdisciplinary research program at Cowreta has 
produced a wealth of new knowledge in many areas of forest ecosystem 
science - much too extensive to describe in this chapter Perhaps the 
most relevant topic is the considerable research on stream hiota, organlc 
matter, and nutrient dynamics that has been conducted at Coweeta over 
the past three decades. Several summary papers contain spccifjc findings 
on this topic, including Wallace (1988); Webster et al. (1988, 2000); 
Wallace, Grubaugh, and Whiles (1996); Webstcr and Meyer (1997); 
Meyer, Wallace, and Eggert (1998) ; and Wallace e t al. (1999). 

Coweeta also has been a cooperator in several additional large, interdis- 
ciplinary projects over the past two decades. In one corre1;tted study of 
forests across seven states, watersheds were used to evaluate the effects of 
whole-tree harvesting on soil cation budgets Uohnson et a1 1988; bfann rt  
al. 1988). Subsequent analyses examined the long-term effects of manage- 
ment on soil carbon (Johnson et al. 2002). In another effort, the 
Integrated Forest Study evaluated the effpcts of atmosphere deposition on 
nutrient cycling at 17 forested sites in the Uniteci States, Canada, and 
Norway (Johnson and Lindberg 1992). Two watersheds at Coweta (tliixetl 
deciduous and white pine forest types) were included in the study. A major 
focus of the research was testing of hypotheses regarding the effects of 
atmospheric sulfur and nitrogen deposition on forest nutrient cycles; the 
project was noteworthy for its incorporation of state-of-the art methods for 
measuring dry and cloud water deposition in addition to wet deposition. A 
nutrient cycling model (NuCM) derived from the effort was subsequently 
modified and validated through sirnulatio~l of soil and stream chemical 
responses of several Coweeta watersheds (Johnson, Swank, and Vose 1993, 
1995; Johnson, Susflak, and Swank 1998; Johnson et al. 1999). Results from 
this research provide confidence and guidance in applying the model 
to assess a variety of environmental issues associated with armospheric 
deposition effects on forest soils and streamwater quality. 

Ecosystem management is an operating philosophy of the USDA Forest 
Service. The object of ecosystem management is to use ecological 
approaches to achieve broader multiple-use objectives. A demonstrntion 
project on ecosystems management was initiated in 1994 on Wine Spring 
Creek, a 1,820 ha watershed near Coweeta (Meyer and Swank 1996; Swank 
1998). This project provides an integrated, interdisciplirlary ecosysteni 
approach to research, planning, and management. Partners in the study 
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include more than 60 scientists and land managers in six research units in 
the Sol~therrl Research Station, National Forest System, and eight univer- 
sities, along witti conservation and environmental groups, state agencies, 
and the public (Swank and Tilley 2000). The project is organized around 
themes of ecosysteni restoration, forest sustainability, human and economic 
values, arid ecosystem structure and function. These multifaceted studies 
are providing new knowledge, technology transfer, and management 
benefits. More than 50 papers and reports document the findings from 
this research. These papers include topics of environmental responses in 
the use of fire to restore pine-hardwood ecosystems (Vose et al. 1999) and 
vegetation dynamics following burning (Elliott et al. 1999); diversity 
of riparian forests in rhododendron thickets (Baker and Van Lear 1998); 
salamander and small mammal responses to silviculture practices 
(Bartman et al. 2001; Ford et al. 2001); response of forest floor 
rnicroarthropods to burning (Crossley, Hansen, and Lamoncha 1997); 
trout use of woody clebris and habitat in Wine Spring Creek (Flebbe 1999); 
the effect of riparian zones in structuring small mammal communities 
(Laerrn et al. 1997); and analytical tools for synthesizing the multiple 
values of the watershed (Swank and Tilley 2000). 

The use of fire as a management tool in southern Appalachian forests 
and its effects on vegetation, soil, water, and air quality represent a major 
new research thrust and management contribution at Coweeta, 
Comprehensive experimental assessments have been conducted on 
alternative prescribed burning techniques to restore pine-hardwood 
ecosystems in the region (Clinton, Vose, and Swank 1993,1996; Vose 1994; 
~ o s ;  et al. 1997; Clinton et al. 1998; Vose et al. 1999) and emissions from 
forest burning in the southeastern United States (Vose et al. 1996). 
Current research efforts are focusing on three areas: determination of the 
historical role of fire in shaping ecosystem structure and function; long- 
term effects of restoration burning in xeric pine-hardwood ecosystems; 
nnd effects 0.f' restoration burning on mesic forest community types. 
Chnsiderable debate surrounds the historical role of fire in shaping 
ecosystem structure and function. Increased information on historical uses 
(e.g., when? where? how often?) will provide considerable insight into 
effective reintroduction of fire in the southern Appalachians. Coweeta is 
remeasuring permanent plots in watersheds burned several years ago and 
conducting new watershed-scale studies on the effects of prescribed fire on 
rriidslope arid cove forest ecosystem processes. In addition, the scope of 
Coweeta's fire research is expanding throughout the South. Fire can play a 
significant role in runoff, sediment yield, and nitrate transport in aquatic 
and terrestrial ecosystems. Coweeta is measuring and modeling the effects 
of wildfire and prescribed burning an forest hydrology in the mountain, 
piedmont, and coastal plain regions of the southern United States. 

Groundwater pollution is a major problem in many areas of the United 
States. C:onventional cleanup methods, such as pumping and treating 
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groundwater, are costly. Coweeta is engaged in a multiagency collaborative 
project to evaluate the use of trees to accumulate and nietabolize pollu- 
tanty in shallow groundwater - a process called phytorernediation. To bt- 
an effective tool, vegetation must transpire a e~ibstan tial quantity ctf water 
from the location of the pollutant plurrie (such as the coil horizon and/o~  
groundwater). Coweeta has quantified transpiration in young poplar plan- 
tations as well as native vegetation, using direct measilre~rlerlts arid 
modeling and linking those predictions with gr-oundwatei- models devcl- 
oped by collaborators (Eberts et al. 1999). 'The linkage suggescs that over 
a 12-year period, trees planted for phytoremediation have the potential to 
reduce groundwater pollution by 50-90 percent. However, the model also 
predicted an actual decrease of only 20-30 percent because of an increase 
in groundwater inflow and the release of water from storage in the aquifer 
(Vose et al. 2000). The rate of ~iptake of water (transpiration) in poplar 
stands was quantified to evaluate the use of trees to clean up shallow 
groundwater pollutants. Results indicated that a substantial amount of 
groundwater was transpired by poplar in the first few years of establish- 
ment (Vose et al. 2000). Transpiration estimates for stancis in the future 
suggest that phytoremediation is a potentially useful tool. Phyto- 
remediation success will depend, however, on the hydrologic characteristics 
of the site. Where phytoreniediation is applicable, a significant eostfavings 
will be realized relative to conventional cleanup methods. 

In recent years hydrologrc investigations have included syntheses of 
long-term watershed studies; development and application of a hillslope 
hydrology model (Yeakley, Meyer, and Swank 1994; YeaMey et al. 1998); 
deveIopment/applicatio~i of evapotranspiration runoff models (Vose and 
Swank 1992; Jakeman and Hornberger 1993; Chen et al. 1995; Post, Grant, 
and Jones 1998; Vose and Maass 1998; tvorrall, Swank, arid Burt 2003); and 
evaluation of the curxlulative impacts of land use on water 
quality in a southern Appalachian watershed (Swank and Rolscad 1994, 
Bolstad and Swank 1997). Long-term hydrologic studies wll continue to be 
a core element of the research program at Coweeta. Watershed behavior at 
the time scale of forest stand development provides new information and 
insights that are important to natural resource managers and the develop- 
ment of more rigid hypotheses. Although much has been learned, experi- 
ence at Coweeta has shown unexpected long-term response to both natu- 
ral and managed disturbances. Hydrologic investigations and databases also 
form a template that is essential to understanding broader- and more com- 
plex environmental issues such as cliniate change, carbon cycling, arid 
atmospheric deposition as they relate to effects on water resources and the 
productivity and health of forests. Thus, experimental watersheds provide 
a framework for detecting integrated effects of disturbance on water 
resources, developing hypotheses on cause-and-effect relationships, and 
testing such hypotheses. 
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Fernow Experimental Forest, West Virginia streamflow increases, with water quality unaffected (1'atric 2nd Aukrt in  
In 1933 the Fkrnow Experimental Forest was established on Elk Lick 1977). ~ ~ l l ~ ~ - ~ ~  intensive selection cutting (waterslleci 2) dls0 

watershed in the n ~ ~ ~ n t a l n s  of West Virginia because of the emerg7ng minor streamflow increase with minimal effects on Watrr qua''')' 
need to address the connection between timber and watershed manage- Watershed 3 was clearcut in 1969, with careful logang On 

lorateri 

merit. The orip~lnd tree cover on the 3,640-acre Elk Lick watershed, part of and managed roads and with a strip retained along the stream- First- 

the Morkongahela National Forest, had been logged off between 1903 and year streamflow increased about 10 in., with negligible watrr 

1911. BY 1931 that watershed was accessible with a road nemork; free of qualiry 1980) This finding represented a signlficar~t contrast t'lo 

malor fire effects; and deemed to have soils, tree species, and topography first studies, in which water quality was dramatically impactrd hrnmollium 
representative of much of West Virginia. Tnmble (1 977) and Adam$ et sulfate was applied to acid rain on watershed 9 in 1987 and to 

(1995) provide a h i s t o ~  of the Fernow Experimental Forest, the parsons watershed 3 in 1989 (Adams, Edwards, and Kocheliderfer 199:') 1 the latter 
Timber and Watershed Laboratory, and documentation of the research having complete tree cover. Both of those watershecls remain 'lie' 

of continuing observation about acidi@ng effects 011 forest veget2uon, 

'The guiding nlissi011 for Fernow's first half-century of watershed research and streams (Adams, hg rad i ,  and Kochenderfer 1997)' 1x3tmrn1l 'I1 

was "to determine effects of forest resource management on quality, *eld, soil and herbaceous plants have been negligible (Gilllam et  19n4)' 

and timing of streamflow; and to develop methods for improving water 
$eld and timing of forest streams without detriment to water quality." ~ ~ b , ~  3-2 F~~~~~ Dirtnbutianu gf ~ u i b z ( i ~ 9 ~  Somph don72,g iVntpr'hrdi 

~ ~ ~ d ~ d  under Increarangb Stringent Ernszon Control 
19.50 and 1954 stl-earn-gaging stations suitable for research on 

small watersheds (Reinhart and Pierce 1964) were installed on five exper- Number of Stream Samples Max~rnum 
lrllental basins (watersheds 1 through 5), ranging in area from 38 acres to Erosion Control ~easures~ on per Turbidity (JTU) Class Turb~d~ty 

96 acres. One of that original set (watershed 4) remains a permanendy Experimental Watersheds 0-10 11-99 100-999 >f,OOO (JTU) 

untreated control. The others were logged after a ~ i x - ~ e a ~  period of * 
bration. First-year ~ ~ ~ e a m f l o w  gains following logging ranged from 0.3 to Channel sktdd~ng OK, unrestricted 126 40 2 4 13 56,000 
5.1 area inches, and gains were clearly linked to increasingly heay timber road Iocatron; grades u to 40% 

CLlt (Reinhart and lkhm.- 1962). Regrettably, logs were skidded, with min- no water bars; 7.3% orwatershed 
In roads or sktd trarls 

imal concern for the effect on the watershed. Thus, where timber was most 
Channel skidd~ng OK; unrestricted 171 17 8 7 5,200 hefvily cut7 shdding impacts were greatest. Where timber was less heafily road location; grades up to 30%; 

cut, skidding impacts were smallest. Although only minor stormflow water barred at about 35 ft intervals 
responses were observed, major stream turbidity responses were measured, 6 2% of watershed in roads or skid t~al ls 

and these were mistakenly attributed to tree cutting rather than logs being NO channel skrdding; unrestricted 195 8 0 0 2 10 
dragged along overly steep skid trails and within stream channels. road locatton, grades up to 20%, 

Regardless of tree-cutting severity, the forest floor remained largely intact, water bars as needed; 5.8% of 
watershed In roads or skid trails 

and infiltration remained high on all four watersheds except the portions 
of the watershed with roads and skid-trails (Reinhart and Eschner 1962). NO channel skidding or wet weather 201 

loggin roads about 40 ft from stream, 
There was no evidence of soil loss where the forest floor was undisrupted water tarred and seeded after logging. 
-- a hydrologic performance key later adopted for BMPs. Turbidity caused road grades up to 20%, 1 9% of 

by log skidding practices (Table 3-2) re turned to pre-timber harvest levels watershed In roads and skid trails 

Und~sturbed forest, 1.e , expertmental 202 I 0 0 15 on all four of the treated watersheds within two years after shd trail use 
2nd logging/y'arding disturbances in the channel were discontinued, control watershed 

The formerly commercial clearcut watershed (watershed 1) was left 
lintreared from 1956 to 1971, when 500 pounds per acre of urea were 
applied - about 18 percent ofwhich was lost in streamflow during the first 
year after application (Aubertin, Smith, and Patric 1973). Virtually unde- 
tectable hydrologic effects of repeated extensive selection cutting on 
watershed 5 evenrually warranted discontinuing these hydrologic studies. 
A repeat diameter-limit cut in 1972 (watershed 2) again caused minor 

a From Reinhart and Eschner (1962) 

Reported as Jackson turbidity units (jTU) - roughly equivalent to pans per milbon of srOment !n iamplrs of 
stream wa ter 

Turbidity in streams draining ail logged waterrrheci5 returned to level! In undicttiihed fc)it.ct hithin 2 );ears afWf 
logging ceased 
Forest floor mrnimally dfsturbed whereber there were no lvgqing roadr or skid trails !nfiltration rrmalncd high 
and overland flow was rnm/mal 
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After a two-year period of calibration, watersheds 6 and 7 were clearcut 
during 1964 and 1965. Both were maintained barren until 1970 by 
applying more than a ton of herbicides mixed with several hundred 
gallons of diesel fuel. Considerable air and soil surface heating resulted 
from changed albedo and upward thermal radiation (Hornbeck 1970). 
Annual streamflow increased about 11 in. - probably the maximum 
achievable on Fer-now watersheds. Infiltration remained far above rainfall 
~ntensity; so, pven careful road location, overland flow and sediment rarely 
reached either stream channel. Turbidities at low flow never exceeded 5 
ppm (Patric and Reinhart 1971), with the range during stormflow (about 
30 ppm to 130 ppm) differing little from turbidity on the control. The 
Public Health Service's laboratory at Wheeling, West Virginia, tested occa- 
sional low-flow samples, always finding them within that agency's standards 
for drinking water. By 1973 watersheds 6 and 7 supported dense stands of 
brush ancl herbaceous vegetation, with increased abundance and diversity of 
small mammal populations (Kirkland 1977). Planted Norway spruce (water- 
shed 6) and natural hardwood reproduction (watershed 7) thrive, growing 
at rates corrlmensurate with tree regrowth on conventionally logged land 
(Kochenderfer and Wendel 1983). Thirty years of subsequent observation 
(Patric 1995) show minimal effects of induced barrenness on soil, water, 
wildlife, and closed forest stands that are continuing to develop rapidly. 

Watersheds 8 and 9, which were farmed at about the end of the 19th 
century (Lima, Patric, and Holowaychuk 1978), were the last basins on the 
Fernow to be treated. Partially reforested by 1983, watershed 8 was 
accessed and logged from minimum standard roads during 1983 and 
19114, then mechanically prepared for planting to Japanese larch. Even 
with a 3.5 acre untreated buffer strip along the stream, sediment loading 
averaged about six times greater than on the permanently forested control 
(watershed 4) - an effect attributed to its history of farming and to a 
single record-setting rainstorm during site preparation (Kochenderfer and 
Helvey 1989). No forest management studies have been undertaken on 
the newly established watershed 10 (21 1 acres). 

In keeping with the original mission statement, a half-century of hydrol- 
ogy research on the Fernow Experimental Forest has evolved substantially 
to deal with roads as an important sediment source in managed forests. 
The desirability of lower road densities led to tests of skyline harvesting, 
with road density only 25 percent of that required by conventionally used 
skidders (Kochenderfer and Wendel 1978). Only 3 percent of the skyline- 
logged land was severely disturbed, leaving more than 90 percent hydro- 
logcally unaffected (Patric and Gorman 1978). R/leasurement of road 
erosion and development of BMPs to minimize soil loss has led to 
widespread use of the minimurn standard road (Kochenderfer, Wendel, 
and Smith 1984)' greatly reducing stream turbidity during road construc- 
tion and logging (Kochenderfer and Hornbeck 1999) (Figure 3-3). Table 
3-3 suxnnlarizes average watershed soil loss from harvest activities and road 
runoff for several treatments applied at Fernow. 
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Table 3-3. Watershed Atlmage Soil Loss for Smml Watershed fi~utrncrrzts Aj$lzpd at F m o w  

Observation Site Soil Loss (t ac' yr') 

Fernow watershed 4, permanently forested 0.02 
(Kochenderfer and Helvey 1989) 

Well-mana ed logging with BMPs 
(Kochendeier and Hornbeck 1999) 

Probable average for pical forested land in 
eastern United StaiesTPatric 1976) 

Elk Lick watershed roads frequently close to creek 
(Kochenderfer and Helvey 1987) 

Careless logging on watershed 1, skidding in 
stream channels (Kochenderfer and Hornbeck 1999) 

Watershed Research in the Hills and Piedmont ofthe Southeast 
Between the wetlands, flatwoods, and rnounrains of the South is the 

important hilly topography typical of the uppn- Coastal Plain arid Piedmont 
regions. Much of this region had been managed for agriculture in the past 
but has reverted to forest. Two key projects in this domain include research 
of the Oxford Hydrologic Laboratory in Mississippi and the B.F. Grant 
Memorial Forest in Georpa. 

Oxford Hydrologic Laboratory, Mississippi 
The USDA Forest Service's Forest Hydrology Laboratory in Oxford, 

Mississippi, began operation as the Tallahatchie Research Centrr in 1945. 
Early research at the laboratory was coordinated with the Yazoo-Little 
Tallahatchie Flood Control Project to identify tree species, planting 
techniques, and other erosion control measures that would best erlure 
stabilization of millions of acres of severely eroded and abandoned agri- 
cultural land in northern Mississippi and western Tennessee. In 1956 there 
were four major objectives: develop techniques for improving the efkc- 
tiveness of remedial land treatments; design and plan minor enaineering 
structures and improvement works for erosion control; evaluate the 
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effectiveness of land treatment programs; and provide basic information 
needs (111-sic 1967; Williston 1988). 

Loblolly pine proved to be the most effective erosion control species 
identified, for a variety of reasons: adequate source of seedlings, simplicity 
of planting, good survival, fast early growth, excellent needle cast, and 
abundant lateral roots. Research showed that, in general, by the time a 
pine plantation reached age five years - normally the age by which crown 
closure is achieved - a litter layer was produced that was sufficient to 
promote infiltration and reduce soil erosion (McClurkin 1967; Ursic and 
Duffj 1972; Williston 1988). 

In 1962 the research mission of the Oxford Research Center was divided 
into two projects: Coastal Plain Hydrology, under project leader Stan Ursic 
(Figure 3-4); and Rehabilitation and Management of Severely Eroded 
Watersheds, under project leader Doug McClurkin. Much of the reported 
reqearch during the late 1960s pertained to the utility of containerized 
seedlings, the effects of silvicultural regmes on forest litter depth and 
weight, and the effects of converting lowquality hardwood stands to loblolly 
pine on soil moisture, storm flow volumes, and sediment losses (Ursic 
1963, 1970; Ursic and Dendy 1965; Dickerson 1972). 

During the 1950s and 1960s experimental watersheds and runoff plots 
were established and instrumented at several locations across northern 
Mississippi to address the following issues: 

* Effects of converting old fields to loblolly pine on water yield and sediment 
losses (Ursic and Dendy 1965; Ursic 1969; Ursic and Douglass 1979) 

* Effects of thinning and harvesting operations on the forest floor, water 
yield, and sediment losses (Ursic and Dendy 1965; Ursic 1970; Dickerson 
1975; McCliirkin, Duff., arid Nelson 1987) 

These studies showed that planting pines on old fields decreased soil 
moisture during the growing season and decreased annual average stream- 
flows and summer base flows. Conversely, thinning and harvesting opera- 
tions increased annual water yields roughly proportional to the percentage 
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of the forest cover removed and caused short-term increases in sediment 
losses. Some of the experimental watersheds established during the 1950s 
and 1960s remained undisturbed until the 1970s to establish reliable cali- 
brations for daerentiating treatment effects on stonil flows and sediment 
losses (Ursic and Dendy 1965; Ursic and DuEy 1972; Ursic 1970, 1976.1986). 

In the 1970s research was initiated to evaluate the effects of forest man- 
agement practices on natural groundwater recharge (Ursic 1975). Related 
projects included basic research on water movement in undisturbed 
forests, including subsurface flow and deep percolation (Reasley 1976). 
Other studies measured the effects of upland ha-dwood conversion, forest 
thinning, and clearcutting on soil moisture (Ursic 1982). Grad~ial conver- 
sion of hardwoods to pines by killing the hardwoods and r~nclrrplanung 
loblolly pines increased soil moisture and mean annual water yields for 
about five years, at which time the pines were large enough to transpire as 
much soil moisture as the hardwoods had prior to conversion. Afterward, 
mean annual water yields from the convertrd watershcds were less than 
those from upland hardwood watersheds. However, relating the effects of 
forest manipulations on deep groundwater recharge proved t o  be an 
unresearchable task. As a result, the project's work unit description was 
revised mid-19'75, and subsequent research concentrated on the effects of 
intensive forest management on streamflow and water quality (Ursicrl974, 
1975, 1986; Beasley 1979). 

In the late 1970s the Uplands Hardwood Research Uiit '11 Fayettevillr, 
Arkansas, was combined administratively with the Forest Hydrology 
Laboratory (Lawson 1985). Studies were initiated to evaluate the loss of 
nutrients in storm runoff from forested and harvested watersheds 
(Schreiber, Duffy, and McClurkin 1976; Duffv r t  a1 1'378; McClurhn et nl. 
1985; McClurkin, Duffy, and Nelson 1987). Results showed that wiltershed 
disturbances increased levels of phosphorus (both ortho and total), nitro- 
gen (total Kjeldahl, nitrate, and ammonium), calcium, magnesium, and 
potassium in streamflow. Much of the phosphorus (P) loss was througii 
adsorption to sediments (Duffy et al. 1978). However, nutrient losses from 
disturbed forests were small relative to those from agricultural land. 

In the 1980s the scope of the Hydrolo<gy L>aboratory's research 
was expanded to include the effects of clearcutting and mechanical site 
preparation on water yield and quality in the Ouachita hlorintains of 
Arkansas (Miller, Beasley, and Lawson 1988a, 1988b). Clearrxitting and site 
preparation increased both sediment losses and mean annual water yields, 
but the increases were relatively small and short lived. Clearcutting did not 
increase peak streamflows in the late fall, winter, and spring when soils 
were saturated. 

In the 1990s the Ouachita Mountain research was expanded into a rniijox 
regional project to address the issue of cumulative effcco of forest 
management. Small experimental catchments wrrr nested within larger 
gaged watersheds to better determine the sources of stream-borne 
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constituents and to track their movements. Budget cuts by the USDA 
Forest Se~-vice during the 1990s led to a major reduction in the research 
mission of the Oxford Forest Hydrology Laboratory. 

R.F. Grant Memorial Forest, Georgia 
In 1973 staff members from the University of Georgia began a study to 

determine "the effects of forest harvesting and regeneration on the quality, 
quantity and tinling of water flows from Piedmont land. The intent was to 
find out the extent to which hydrological and mineral cycles are altered by 
'normal' forest practices, and to predict the effect in a manner useful to 
forest land managers and to planners of 'best' management practices.. ." 
(Hewle tt 1979). T~ro  Piedmont watersheds (an 80-acre treatrnen t water- 
shed ancl a 105-acre control watershed) in the B.F. Grant Memorial Forest 
in Georgia were monitored and calibrated for a year. These watersheds 
were typical of many Piedmont forests, with a legacy of severely eroded 
soils resulting from cotton farming between 1880 and 1920. One of the 
legacies of the farming was a gully network. Commercial harvesting was 
conducted in 1974, and the harvesting was followed by typical mechanical 
site preparation and machine planting. Monitoring included continuous 
discharge recording (using an H-flume and stage recorder); sediment 
sampiing (using a coarse sediment trap and Coshocton wheel with slow 
splitters); temperature (using recording thermographs); and dissolved 
minerals (using weekly grab samples and self-operating vacuum samplers 
for storm events). 

Water yields increased significantly following harvesting and regenera- 
tion treatments (increase of 10 in. annual water yield over the watershed). 
Stohnflow volumes increased by 27 percent for 1 in. storms and about 10 
percent for 2 in. storms. Peak discharge, measured in units of cubic feet 
per second per square mile (csm), increased by 100 percent for small 
events following treatments but declined with higher peaks. Sediment 
increased substantially following treatments. Hewlett (1979) concluded 
that 90 percent of the increased sediment from these silvicultural activities 
(over the SO-year rotation) came from roads and channel damage from 
site preparation and planting operations. "Good roading and streamside 
management, plus hand-planting of the lower 25 percent of the basin, 
would probably have held average mass export to about 100 lbs/ac/year." 
Forest management activities did not significantly affect baseflow nutrient 
concentrations, although nutrient export loads were increased because of 
increased runoff. Water temperatures were appreciably increased after forest 
management activities; summer maximum temperatures increased by 11°F. 
The thin buffer was assessed to be inadequate to provide sufficient shade. 

The B.F. Grant Memorial Forest project was especially important because 
it  extended our understanding of watershed response to Piedmont condi- 
tions, investigated how "normal" forest management affected water quality, 
extrapolated effects over a full rotation, and provided practical guidelines to 
sign61cantly reduced impacts - especially increases in sediment. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Hydrology Research in Wetland and Othm Poorly Drained Sites 
Moving along a continuum of watershed relief. we come ti, rcsearcli in 

poorly drained forest sites, especially those classified as flatlands and wet- 
lands. The effects of timber harvest on wetland hydroperiods and water 
chemistry has been a major area of research in the South. The Southeast 
has about 35 million acres of foresteci wetland, or 65 percent of total 
forested wetlands in the conterminous Uni tcd States. Donlinated by river- 
irie wetlands (alluvial floodplains), southern foiested wetlands also include 
organic soil flats (pocosins), mineral soil flats (wet pine flatwoods\, and 
depressions (Carolina bays, cypress swamps, mountain fens). Overbank 
flooding is the major source of water and nutrients for rivrrine wetlands, 
and precipitation is the primary source of hydrologic arid chemical input 
to other types of wetlands. 

Evapotranspiration often is the second largest hydrologic component in 
the water budgets of wetlands. Wetland h y d r ~ l o ~ g  is represented by 
extremely dynamic fluctuations of the water table, vavng  periods of satu- 
ration (hydroperiod), and complex interactions of precipitation, evapo- 
transpiration, and surface water and grouriilwater flows. Compared to 
upland hydrology studies, wetland hydrology research in the souther~i 
United States is relatively new (Sun et a1 2001) ; most nf the bydrolog~c 
studies on forested wetlands have occurred in the past two decadas. 

One of the driving forces of early wetland hydrology studies in the 1970s 
was using forested wetlands as a low-energy alternative to recycle secondary 
treated wastewater (Ewe1 and Odum 1984). For this purpose, Heirnburg 
(1976) conducted probably the earliest and most complete forested wet- 
land hydrology study in the South. Notable long-term, paired-watersheci 
studies on coastal plain wetland settings include the IMPAC studies at the 
Bradford Forest in Florida (Riekerk 1989a) and the Santee Experimental 
Forest in eastern South Carolina (kchter, Ralston, and f.?arms 1983). 
Those watersheds were established in the late 1970s to address the 
ernergng environmental issues of intensive forest management on wetland 
landscapes. 

Large-scale, multiple-site comparison studies on wetland hydrology started 
in the early 1990s to examine how timber management aFfrcts wetland 
ecosystem functions and values (Shepard, Lducier, and Haines 1993). 
Across 13 southern states, more than 70 research sites arc clxrrently con- 
ducting forest wetland research at different scales. Research results have 
been summarized in review papers by Riekerk, Neary, and Swank (1989); 
Shepard (1994); Walbridge and I'ockaby (19!)4); I.ockaby, Trcttin, and 
Schoenholtz (1999); N W I  (1999b); and most recently Fulton and West 
(2002). Here we describe the research findings by wetland types and then 
follow with focused discussions of key watershed research at the IMPAC 
study in Florida, Santee Watershed in South Carolina, Belle Baruch 
Hydrologic Institute in South Carolina, North Carolina State wetland 
research, and Mobile-Tensaw River Delta Study in Alabama. 
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Wetland T p e s  

Rivm'ne Wetlands 
There are more than 12 rnillion ha of bottomland hardwoods forest in 

the southern United States. A series of harvesting experiments have been 
conducted to examine their ecological responses to timber harvesting 
(Anst, Lea, and Gregory 1991; Crawford et al. 1993; Lockaby et al. 1994, 
1997; Aust et al. 1997; Messina et a). 1997). 

Harvesting bottonllarld forests usually has little long-term effect on 
hydroperiod if BMPs are followed (Lockaby , Stanturf, and Messina 199'7) 
or alternative harvesting methods (e.g., helicopters) are used (Perison 
1997; Rapp, Shear, and Robison 2001). The most common hydrologic 
change following halvesting of bottomlands is a rise in the water table 
(Aust and Lea 1992; Wang 1996; Lockaby et al. 1997; Perison 1997. This 
"watering-up'' is attributed to several causes: reduction of canopy inter- 
ception and plant transpiration; reduction of soil saturated hydraulic 
conciuctivity and increase of bulk density if harvesting sites are severely 
ctist~lrbed; and increase of surface water storage and blockage of surface 
and subsurface drainage. One exception to this pattern is reported for 
dark-colored organic soils, where the water table dropped 20-40 cm during 
the postharvest period (Lockaby et al. 1994). The cause of this unique 
response is not well understood. The water table effects of forest harvest in^ " 
on flnoclplains are most pronounced during the first two growing seasons 
(Wang 1996; Lockaby et al. 1997). 

On-site water quality effects of harvesting floodplain forests are minor 
becguse of the low intensity of site disturbance (Wang 1996), unique 
hydrologic processes (slow-moving water), and increase in surface rough- 
ness for sedirnent arid nutrient retention (Aust, Lea, and Gregory 1991; 
Rapp, Shear, and Robison 2001). Treatment effects often are overwhelmed 
by seasonal flooding events ( Perison 1997). 
1)c;r"Jressional Wetlnn ds (Cypress Domes a n d  Carolina Bays) 

The southeastern United States, especially areas in Florida and the 
Atlantic Coastal Plain, contains many depressional wetlands that are 
seasorzally dry and isolated from streams or rivers (Tiner et alp 2002). 
F,xarnples are cypress dornes (ponds), Carolina bays, and pocosin 
wetlands. These depressional wetlands can be important habitat for 
reptilesand amphibians (Russell, Guynn, and Hanlin 2002). Many of these 
small, isolated wetlands are imbedded in wet pine flats that are intensively 
xrzanaged for tirnber production. 

Heimburg (1976) found that surface water in cypress domes was closely 
coupled with groundwater in surrounding pine flatwoods. Depending on 
the specific location of the cypress dome on the overall landscape, three 
groundwater flow patterns were postulated: flow-in, flow-out, and flow- 
through domes. These three flow scenarios subsequently have been con- 
firmed (Crownover, Comerford, and Neary 1995; Sun, Reikirk, and 
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Korhnak 2000; Bliss and Comerford 2002). Carolina bays have sirnilar 
hydrologic behaviors to cypress domes (Lide et al. 1995). 

Echoing the responses to forest managenlent dernonstratecl In bottom- 
lands, reports from a hydrologic impact study conducted at the 42 ha 
cypress ponds/pine flatwoods nlosaic site in north-central Flor~da 
(Crownover, Comerford, and Neary 1995; Sun, Reikirk, allti Korhnak 
2000; Bliss and Comerford 2002) suggested that tree rex~lovals from isolated 
wetlands and surrounding uplands resulted in water table rlse and runoff 
increase. Compared to the nonhaniested plot, water tables were signiii- 
cantly raised (as high as 100 cm) for two trecltments: wetland anci 
surrounding upland harvesting, and wetland han?esting only. 'This water 
table effect was greatest during the first dry growing season. Water tables 
were somewhat lower than the control in the subsequent relatively wet 
years. The hydrologic regime at this site appeared to have recovered tvlt l r-  
in five years. A retrospective 25-year study on a similar landscape In the 
coastal plain of Georgia describes the development of a dense herbaceous 
understory in cypress wetlands following adjacent tinlber harvest, but the 
results suggest that solar radiation and increases in nutrient availability 
were the drivers of the vegetative change, not hydrology (Batzcr, Jackson, 
and Mosner 2000). 

! Few data are available on the water quality effects of harvesting isolated *. 

/ wetlands. Ewe1 (1985) found that total nitrogen and organlc N were 
increased substantially in cypress swamps irrlrnediately after thinning but 1 were lower than baselines three months later. Forest ha~vesting did not 

1 have an important effect in surface water or pore water phosphorus con- 1 centrations in the flatwood/cypress pond transect.5 at the ;~orrmrrrtionrd 
42 ha study site in Florida (Cornerford and Freitas 1997). 
Wet Flats and Pocoszns 

Wet flats and pocosins lie in broad interstream divides on poorly drained 
soils. On higher elevations wet flats are better drained than pocosins that 
develop thick organic layers. Many of the wet pine flats and pocosil~s have 
been used for intensively managed timber production. Forest harvesting 
practices generally result in short-term water table rise and an increase in 
runoff. A long-term watershed-scale study at the Bradford Forcst on a 
cypress-pine flatwoods landscape in northern Florida reported that maxi- 
mum disturbance in a 48 ha watershed caused ;I. 15 crrz (I50 percent) 
increase in water yield; the minimum disturbance in a 64 ha watershed 
resulted in an insignificant increase of 3 cm in water yield (see IMPAC: 
discussion later in this chapter). Water tables rose significantly for both 
treatments, especially during drought months (bekerk 198Ffa, 1989~).  In 
the sixth year post-treatment, runoff from the maximurn disturbance 
watershed was still significantly higher, but the increase was reduced from 
150 percent of predicted runoff to 65 percent of predicted nlnoff (based or1 
a regression using the control watershed runofi). The grrtundwater tables tn 
both disturbance sites remained higher than for the control site. Hydrologic 
changes in water table and runoff were most pronounced in dry years. 
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Harvesting unde1- wetland conditions such as on wet pine flats may cause 
alteration of soil hydrologc properties (e.g., hydraulic conductivity, 
niacropores) from soil compaction, rutting, and puddling (Greacen and 
Sands 1980). The physical property changes affect subsurface flow and 
water table depth. Soil compaction, rutting, and puddling impacts gener- 
ally become greater with increased soil wetness, clay content, and traffic 
(Green, Stuart, and Perumpral 1983). However, Aust et al. (1995) found 
that the hydrology of poorly and very poorly drained soils was less altered 
by skidding than that of moderately well drained or somewhat poorly 
drained soils. 

h ongoing long-term intensive field-scale study on wet pine flats in 
South Carolina exa~nined the hydrologic and site productivity effects of 
two harvesting schemes: wet-weather harvesting and dry harvesting 
(Preston 1996; Xu et al. 2002). Ttvo site preparation levels (nonbed and 
bed) were raiidon~ly assigned to both dry weather and wet weather har- 
vested plots; ail additional level (bed and mole plow) was applied only to 
the wet weather harvested plots. Tree removals alone resulted in a raised 
water table of 14 cm and 21 cm on the dry and wet weather harvesting 
plots, respec tively, with the maximum difference (>lo cm) occurring dur- 
ing the groiling seasons (May through October). Churning and deep rut- 
ting resulted in a significant effect on the water table for wet harvest areas 
but not for dry harvest areas. Bedding lowered water tables initially for 
both harvesting regimes, but the dry harvesting site recovered rapidly with- 
in nvo years after replanting. Further analysis of soil physical properties 
concluded that bulk density, macroporosity, and hydraulic conductivity 
wek significantly affected by a11 levels of wet harvesting disturbance. Dry 
weather harvesting also altered soil physical properties. From a spatial 
perspective, wet weather harvest created a much higher degree and extent 
of impact than did dry harvest (Xu et al. 2002). Overall, the study suggests 
that water table depth change was caused by change in vegetation, not by 
the altered soil properties from harvest traffic. Changes of soil physical - .  
properties resulting from harvesting and regeneration-practices also were 
reported for a wet pine flat site in North Carolina, where soil macroporosity 
was reduced by half within a 200 cm profile (Blanton et al. 1998). 

Forest harvesting followed by site preparation activities in wetlands has 
the potential to disturb surface soils, alter surface and subsurface flow 
paths, increase water yield, and accelerate nutrient cycling rates. These 
effects, in turn, can affect on-site and off-site water quality. Riekerk (1985) 
found that clearcutting of a pine-cypress flatwoods resulted in a significant 
increase in pH, suspended sediment, total nitrogen, potassium, and calci- 
um during the first year after harvest. Fisher (1981) described the effects 
of clearcut timber harvesting and site preparation on the hydrology and 
water quality of a pine flatwoods site in western Florida. Runoff volume was 
increased during the first year, but by the second year most water quality 
parameters had returned to near-background levels. The impacts of 
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silvicultural operations for these level, sandy sltes were less than in areas 
having more relief and shallow soils (Fisher 1 C1H 1 ) . 

Prescribed burning as a forest management tool was cleveloped largely 
in the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains (Richter, Rnlston, and I-Xarms 1982). 
It reduces fuel loads, controls certain tree pathogens, irnprows wildlife 
habitat, and restores desired ecosystems. Few data are available, however, 
on the effects of this management tool on the hydrolo,gy and water quality 
of wetlands. One exception was a three-year paired watershed stuciy at the 
Santee Experimental Forest in eastern South Carolina, which is described 
in more detail later (Richter, Ralston, and Harms 1982, 1983). 

Intensive Management Practices Assessment Center (IMPAC) , Florida 
The Intensive Management Practices Assessmm t Cen ter (IMPAC) in 

Florida represents a spatially small but intense and significant extension of 
watershed research in the South. Whereas Coweem and Fernow provide 
watershed research for hilly and mountainous terrnin, the IMPAC study 
provides information about rvater quantity and quality response on sandy 
flatwood sites. 

IMPAC was initiated with support from the University of Florida, the 
USDA Forest Service, and the forest psoducts industry. IMPAC was estab- 
lished in 1976 to study the effects of intensive forest rnanagernent ppictices 
on water resources, soils, and wildlife. Three small watersheds in a managed 
industrial forest near Starke, Florida, covering a total of about 700 acres, 
were isolated by construction of roads and ditches. Becausr of the flat  
nature of the site, these watersheds were actually createct by the roacl and 
ditch system (augmenting natural terrain features). In addition, because 
of the low channel gradients, special long-throated flumes were used to 
measure runoff (Figure 3-5). Water samples were antonlarically collected 
with pumping samplers and were stored in gagng stations wth refrigerated 
collectors to help preserve samples in the intense Florida heat. Bedload 
traps were installed above the long-throated weirs to rapture sandy bcdload. 

Figure 3-5. I W A C  szte near Stark?, 
Flonda, uzlh a long-ihroutedflume 
smzng as the contrnl structure to 
nzeasurr dzschargr '4 pumfitng snrqbk 
collect~d ~nmf ikr  ~ t o f ~ d  them ZTZ the 
gagz7tg statzon hourr 

The three watersheds were largely covered by slash pin? (Pinu5 elliotfiz) 
on sandy soils (with a restrictive clay layer present in some, plxed below 
the sandy soils). Some ponds also were interspersed in the forest stands. 

5 9 
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After a 12-month calibration period, one watershed was machine harvested, 
slash burned, windrowed, bedded, and machine planted - a series of 
treatments characterized as causing high disturbance. The second water- 
shed was manually harvested, slash was chopped, and the site was bedded 
and machine planted - a series of practices that resulted in a lower level 
of disturbance. The third watershed was left as a control. 

Riekerk (1989~) found that water tables were higher after harvesting as 
a result of reduced evapotranspiration. He reported that daily runoff the 
first year increased in proportion to the fraction of the watershed clearcut 
but recovered over time. Water yield increased to 250 percent of expected 
(150 percent increase) from the high-disturbance treatment watershed 
and 117 percent from the low-disturbance treatment watershed (Riekerk 
1983). A drought during the study may have delayed revegetation of the 
sites and slowed hyctrologic recovery. Recovery was unexpectedly rapid for 
the low-impact site, but this outcome might have been a result of seepage 
through the artificial watershed boundaries. Riekerk (1989~) also found 
that bedding can accelerate or retard drainage from these flat sites. In the 
highdisturbance watershed, intense site preparation (reduced infiltra- 
tion) and bedding orientation were found to facilitate storm flow. 
Although large but short-lived increases in runoff for a small fraction of a 
larger watershed are probably undetectable, Riekerk (1989~) cautioned 
about the possibility of localized impacts from accelerated runoff. 

The water quality for these flatwood sites was distinctively different from 
that coming from well-drained, upland watersheds. Particularly noticeable 
1 . v ~  the low pH in these intermittent flatwood streams. The pH of runoff 
was found to correlate well with soil solutions in the watersheds (Riekerk, 
Morris, and Lassiter 1979). The chemical oxygen demand (COD) prior to 
treatment at these sites also was noticeably high compared to upland sites, 
and concentrations of organic nitrogen were an order of magnitude 
greater than concentrations of inorganic forms (Riekerk, Morris, and 
Lassiter 19'79). Following treatment, water quality was reduced on both dis- 
turbed watersheds compared to the control (Riekerk 1983). The largest 
impact occurred immediately after the high-disturbance treatment, but 
absolute water quality impacts were low. For example, a comparison of 
water quality response to forest harvesting and site preparation by Riekerk, 
Neart; and Swank (1989) found that these sites had a relativelv low 

/ 

response in sediment concentration and sediment export compared to 
other sites in the South. However, nutrients - particularly nitrogen - did 
show a response, but it was short lived (bekerk, Neary, and Swank 1989). 

This study has carroborated other experimental and modeling studies 
(Sun et al. 2000) in the regon. Williams and Lipscornb (1981) found a water 
table rise of 15-35 cm after a partial cut of a coastal pine forest on sandy soils. 
At an even wetter study site, Rodriguez (1981) concluded that clearcutting a 
wet savanna watershed did not signlfican tly a1 ter the hydrology. 
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A second large watershed study was initiated in 1983 near Gainesville to 
investigate the effects of fertilizer and herbicide applicatio~ls on water 
quality (bekerk 1989b). Six plots of appmximately 6 ha each were estab- 
lished by harvesting a mature slash pine forest and preparing the site us111g 
chopping, burning, and bedding, followed by plantirlg slash pine. Artificictl 
watersheds were created by using berms and ditching. Three plot% were 
used as controls; three received annual iipplicatiorls of fibrtilizer and her- 
bicide for four years. Fertilizer included nitrogen, phosph~sus, potassium, 
calcium, magnesium, manganese, copper, zinc, boron, sulfur, arlcl molyb- 
denum and was applied by ground-based equipment with 3 m untreated 
zones around streams and wetlands. These treatments resulted in elevated 
NH4 in the first and fourth year of application. Elevated levels of potassiunl 
and phosphorus were not observed until the fourth year of the study, 
which was a year of unusually high precipitation. 

IMPAC remains an important center for the study of flatwoods hydrolagir 
response and is adapting geographic infor~nation system (CIS) techrzolo,gy 
to support forest management decisions. 

USDA Forest Service Santee Watershed, South Carolina 
Located on the lower Atlantic Coastal Plain in eastern South Carolina ar 

part of the Francis Marion National Forest, the 2,500 lia4santec 
Experimental Forest was established for experimental ant! dernonstratior~ 
purposes in 1937. Two paired watersheds - a control watershed (206 ha) 
and a treatment watershed (151 ha) - were gaged beginning in 1976 to 
evaluate the effects of prescribed burning on water quality. The area has 
low topographic relief (<4 percent), with surface elevation ranging from 
4 m to 10 m above mean sea level. Dominant tree species include loblolly 
pine, longleaf pine, cypress, and sweet gum. Soils are primarily strongly 
acid, infertile Aquults sandy loams, characterized by seasonal high ground- 
water tables and argillic horizons with low base saturation that developed 
on marine terraces of the Pleistocene epoch. The climate of the research 
area is classified as humid subtropical, with long, hot summers and short, 
mild winters (Richter, Ralston, and Harms 1983). Mean annual precipita- 
tion is about 1,350 mm; July and Aups t  are the wettest months (together 
accounting for 28 percent of the total), and April and November arc the 
driest months (together accounting for 10 percent of the total). 

The most notable hydrologic research on the study site involved 
prescribed burning and its effects on nutrient cycling and water quality. 
Using a paired watershed approach, Richter, Ralston, and Harms (1982, 
1983) studied the effects of prescribed fire on nutrient loading to streams. 
A total of 15 compartments in the treatment watershed were burned in the 
winters and summers of 1976 through 1979. The study concluded that 
periodic prescribed fires in southeastern Coastal Plain pine f0rest.s are not 
likely to have appreciable effects on the quality of groundwater and 
streamwater. After a period of no n~onitoring on these watersheds, moni- 
toring was resumed following Hurricane Hugo to measure the effects of a 
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severe natural disturbance. Hugo caused significant forest blowdown 
throughoilt the Francis Marion National Forest. 
BeUe Baruch Hydrologic Institute, South Carolina 

E'Iydrologic research at the Belle Baruch Institute has focused on the 
hydrology of natural forested watersheds of the lower Coastal Plain. 
Coastal forested watersheds are characterized by flat topography, poorly 
defined watershed boundaries, and high water tables (Young and 
Klaiwitter 1968). The majority of hydrologic research at the Baruch 
Institute has been clone on Hobcaw Forest in eastern Georgetown County, 
South Carolina, bordered by Winyah Bay to the west and south and the 
North Inlet Salt Marsh to the east. Elevations range from 9 m on relict 
dunes along the western edge of the forest to 80 cm along the edge of the 
salt marsh. Approximately one-third of the forest drains westward in chan- 
nels showing some signs of fluvial process. Soils are primarily Entisols on 
old dunes and Ultisols on gentle slopes (<2 percent). Topography on the 
eastern two-thirds shows no fluvial influence. Watersheds are formed 
by relict dune lines approximately parallel to the coast at about 650 m 
horizontal spacing. Average land slope to the east is 0.2 percent, and total 
elevation change within a watershed is less than 2 m. 

Forest hydrology in the Coastal Plain has some similarities to the hydrol- 
ogy of steeper regions in that infiltration always exceeds rainfall as long as 
the forest floor is undisturbed and unsaturated (Bonnel 1993). However, 
there is insufficient slope to move water laterally in the unsaturated profile 
as interflow. Preferential Row paths lead to the water table rather than 
laterally. Over much of the Coastal Plain the water table is less than 1.5 m 
befow the surface (Gilliam et al. 1974), and rainfall causes rapid rise of the 
water table (Williams 1978b; Gilham 1984). With sufficient rainfall, 
the water table can reach the surface on portions of the watershed - 
thereby producing direct runoff by saturated overland flow (Dunne and 
Black 1970). Further rain on these sites accumulates on the surface or 
becomes runoff. 
Seasonal and Annual Water Table Dynamzcs at Belle Baruch 

Water table dynamics were studied for a period of 14 years on a grid of 
45 wells throughout the Hobcaw Forest (Williams 1978b; Williams and 
Lipsronlb 1981). Water table dynamics over long periods tend to reflect 
the average moisture balance. Given 14 years of data, the monthly average 
water table positions can be predicted with relatively small errors (standard 
error from 2.8 cm to 5.9 cm). However, the data points show a very large 
distribution of values at any date (standard deviation from 20.8 cm to 43.9 
c m )  The water table at this site may be anywhere within the top 1 m of soil 
in the winter and the top 1.8 m in the summer and late fall. These rela- 
tively strange statistics are explained by the time series of weekly observa- 
tions (Figure 3-6). Except when the water table is more than 1 m deep, the 
water table rises 9.7 cm per cm of rain (Williams 1978a). Daily potential 
evapotranspiration (PET) varies from 3.3 mm in March to 4.8 mm in July. 

Assuming no hysteresis in the value of drainable porosity, these values 
would translate to water table drops of 3.2 cm day ' and 4.7 crn day ' during 
March and July, respectively. As Figure 3-6 shows, water mble drops of 
greater than 20 cm/week were common in each summer. Most surrmer 

ir masses rainfall here occurs as convective storms in subtropical marine 1' 
(Muller and Gryrnes 1998). Sea breeze-induced instability also produces 
widely variable rainfall near the coast (Tainter and Cody 1983). 
Convection summer storms may be frequent, as in 1976 and 1982, or pre- 
cipitation may occur as large, tropical cyclones in late summer and fall, :ls 
with Hurricane David (270 mnl, September 1979) anti Tropical Storm 
Dennis (159 mm, August 1981). If neither event occurs -- ns in 19'78, 
1981, and 1986 - the water table drops to nearly 2 rn deep. 

Raln (mm) awul (m) 
- 1 f igure 3-6 Tune senes o,f 

ruerkly wrrtu tabk d ~ p t h  
obsmint?ons and rrrznfall 
sumr m~orzated u~zth the 
@nod prior to tach obsu- 
uatzan Ohs~mntzons 
ycrii Ny werr werkiy. 
ut ~ n d ? u z d ~ ~ n l  perzodr 

m ~ r e  4-1 4 dayr hng 

With the exception of water table elevations, accurate hydrolopc meas- 
urements are not easily taken on the lower Coastal Plain (Williams 1978a). 
Some problems can be overcome with spec~fically designed structures 
(Replogle, Riekerk, and Swindel1978) and artificially bounded watersheds 
(Riekerk and Korhnack 1985). On Hobcaw Forest, seven watersheds were 
instrumented to examine flow into North Inlet in 1977 (Dame et al. 1991). 
Of these seven, only numbers 5 and 7 were s~ificiently bounded (with 
19th-century berms and ditches) to warrant long-term data collection. 
These watersheds were monitored until Hurricane Hugo, in September 
1989, destroyed the flow control structures. In 1992 the flow control struc- 
ture on watershed 5 was rebuilt slightly upstream of the original structure, 
reducing the watershed from 49 ha to 37 ha (Wahl 1996). Monitoring con- 
tinued until 1995. 

Results of this work indicate that strearnflow is highly dependent 
on antecedent water table conditions. Flow can be separated into three 
separate regimes (Williams 1979). Without areas of saturated soil in the 
watershed, rainfall will infiltrate and there will be no strearnflow. For this 
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watershed, the water table elevation corresponding to that condition is 
1.1 In. In 1986 very low rainfall in late spring caused a drop to this point, 
and repeated rams of 30-40 mm produced no streamflow for the rest of 
the year. Coastal watersheds are quite level, and one might expect that con- 
s~dcrably larger areas will become saturated as the water table rises above 
some threshold value. 011 this watershed that threshold is a water table 
elevat~on of approximately 1.5 m. The difference of 40 cm is similar to the 
height of the stream banks, suggesting that areas outside the stream satu- 
rate at that time. Above this threshold, small changes in the water table will 
produce large dif'ferences in streamflow. For example, similar rain events 
(24.8 mm and 25.1 mm) produced peaks of 6 mm and 18 mm, respective- 
ly. On day 37 the water table was 1.53 m; it was 1.62 rn on day 41. Runoff 
tripled with only a 9 cm difference in the water table. Similarly, on days 
109 and 115 in 1982 it rained 60.9 mrn and 68.5 mm, respectively. Peak 
runoff was 6.2 mm on day 109 and 53 mrn on day 115. Water tables were 
1.32 m and 1.58 nl, respectively. A difference of only 16 cm resulted in a 
nearly ninefold increase in peak flow. 

Temporal variability is dominated by the high rates of both evapotran- 
spiration (ET) and rainfall during the growing season and immediate 
interact~on of both with water tables near the surface of the ground. As 
long as water tahle depth is less than approximately 1 m, response of the 
water table to the balance of rain and ET occurs in a matter of hours. 
There is a predictable annual cycle of surplus rainfall in fall and winter and 
deficit in April through June, resulting in a average water table depth at a 
mfinimum 111 March and a maxinlum in November. However, the water 
table at any tirne varies with summer thunderstorms and tropical cyclones. 
Strearrlflow is further varied by the interrelationship of antecedent water 
table position and rainfall amount. Similar rainfalls, often only days apart, 
may produce several-fold differences in the rate of streamflow. 

Sfiatzul D?;tfercnces zn Water Table at  Belle Baruch 
The well data at Belle Baruch reveal that Coastal Plain water table 

positions have high spatial correlation. Wells several kilometers apart show 
nearly identical water table behavior. Except for sea breeze effects, rainfall 
and ET are similar over distances less than 100 krn. Spatial variability 
in water table position is a result of vegetation differences and lateral 
groundwater flows. 

Within a watershed, the behavior of the water table in relation to daily 
ET loads can be used to determine lateral flow relations. Daily fluctuation 
of water table position in high-water table soils is one of the most widely 
recognized behaviors. On the coast, transpiration usually occurs for a peri- 
od of eight hours, from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm. During that period the water 
table will show a drop of 3-8 cm. During the other 16 hours of the day the 
water table will either drop slightly, remain static, or rise to nearly the same 
level as the previous day. Each of these reactions can be associated with a 
landscape position. Near ridges the water table drops during the night, on 
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h . side slopes the water table remains constant, and in convex landscape 
positions the water table rises at night These difference$ are cq~ially 
apparent on very small slopes(<0. 1 percent). 

The success of relatively simple piezom~ter rlesigns (Williams and 
McCarthy 1991; Mas-Pla et a1. 1992) has allowed examination of both 
horizontal and vertical discrihut~on of hytlrosratic prrssure. Tracer experi- 
ments also showed that most of the Row was cxr-ied in a relatively srnall 
layer within an aquifer (hlas-Pla et al. 1992; Yeh et al. 1995). L.areral flow 
generally is carried in a relatively thin layer of substrate with higher 
hydraulic conductivity. A4t any point within tht* watershed, flow is predom- 
inantly vertical (Williams 1996; Williams et al. 1996). Vertical g rad ien~  are 
toward the conductive layer, where nightly water tables decrease, and from 
the conductive layer, where nightly water tables increase. 

Hurricane Hugo presented a unique opportunity to examine spatial 
distribution groundwater flow paths. The hurricane tidal surge covered 
about 400 ha of Hobcaw Forest with roughly 1 m of seawater, followed by 
200 mm of rain in the succeeding two weeks. Soil that was unsaturated 
prior to the hurricane was filled with seawater (Gardrler ct a1 1991). At the 
watershed ridges the water table was 50-80 cm below the surhce, yet i t  was 
near the surface at the stream margins. This disparity produced ;t sal~nity 
pattern in groundwater that was highest (2000 mg Na L'i near the ridges 
and lowest (<I00 mg Na L') near the stream channels. This pattern 
allowed the use of chloride from the saltwater as an uncontrolled tracer 
experiment. By April 1992 this water had moved to the bottom of the 5 rn 
thick water table aquifer and shctwed chIoride concentrations greater 
than 100 mg Cl L1. The salinity varied with rainfall, and Err shc)weCI 
considerable vertical exchange on a monthly basis ('IVilliams 1993). There 
was a long-term flow pattern that moved salinc water frctlrl the bottom of 
the aquifer to the surface along the western edge of the stream. Tree 
mortality patterns were much more cIoseIy aligned with these salinity 
patterns than with those ~neasured immediately after the hurricane 
(Williams 1996). 

Saturated overland flow is revealed in changes in steam chemistry at 
different stages of the hydrograph. Wolaver and Williams (1986) showed 
low flows with higher concentrations of calcium, silicon, and alkalinity and 

w 

storm hydrographs high in organic carbon, organic nitrogen, and SO4. 
High concentrations of nitrate or ammonium also are found in the first 
streamflow following prolonged dry periods (Riekerk 19%; Williams and 
Askew 1990; Wahl, McKeller, and Williams 199'7). The frequency and 
concentrations increase when soils are drained for pine plantations 
(Williams and Askew 1988) or suburban development (Wahl, McKeller, 
and Williams 1997). Wahl (1996) examined stream concentrations during 
a storm event simultaneously with piemmetric pressure and groundwater 
concentrations. These measbres confirmed earlier proposed mechanisms. 
Base flow between storms was higher in calcium and alkalinity and had Iow 
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concentrations (10 mg C L1) of uncolored dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC). Soon after rainfall began, vertical gradients increased and near- 
stream groundwater (hyporheic water) was expelled into the stream. This 
water was higher in the inorganic nitrogen form, ammonium, where near- 
stream soils had limited aeration or the nitrate form where soils were 
initially aerobic. DOC concentrations increased later near the peak of the 
hydrograph. When rains resulted in a multipeaked hydrograph, DOC 
concentration increased for each succeeding hydrograph peak. Highly 
colored DOC concentrations of 35 mg C L-I were found during the third 
peak of one such hydrograph. This concentration is similar to soil-water 
concentrations found near the soil surface within the forest. 
Mobile-Tensaw River Delta Study 

The Mobile-Tensaw River Delta study is a long-term research project that 
was established in 1986 to examine impacts of forest operations on 
hydrology, water quality, and forest stand composition in a tupelo-bald 
cypress (IVys.ra aquatics-Tdxodium distichum) swamp (Aus t 1989; Mader, 
Aust, and Lea 1989; Mader 1990) (Figure 3'7). The site is located in 
Baldwin County, Alabama, in the Mobile-Tensaw River Delta - a large 
deltaic plain below the confluence of the Alabama and Tombigbee Rivers. 
The '70-year-old pretreatment stands were located on very poorly drained 
muck swamps and consisted of approximately 85 percent water tupelo 
(Nyssa aquatics) , 10 percent bald cypress ( Taxodium distichum), and 5 
percent Carolina ash (Fraxinus camliniana). The site had been previously 
harvested by float logging during the late 1'700s and mid-1800s and pull- 
boat logging during 1920. The hydric soil is Levy series (gray silty clay loam 
su?face over a thick gray clay), superactive, acid therrnic, and hydraquent, 
and the site typically experiences extensive overbank flooding (Aust et al. 
1990, 1997). 

Figure 3-7. Mobile-Tensaw 
River Delta - site of long-tm 
research on timber harvesting 
and water quality impacts. 

Three disturbance treatments were installed in 1986. The helicopter 
(HELI) treatment consisted of clearcutting with chainsaws followed by 
helicopter removal of all merchantable stems. This treatment was installed 
to provide minimum levels of trafficking during harvests. The second 
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treatment, ground-based sludding (SKIU), consisted of the same treat- 
ment as HELI followed by simulated skidder traffic with a cable sk~dder 
intended to severely disturb the site. Within the SKlD tl-ratmelit 52 
percent of the treatment plots were trafficked (disturbed) to an average 
depth of 30 cm. The third treatment, removal of all regrowing vegetation 
lollowing HELI with glyphosate herbicide (GLYPH), was intended to allow 
examination of the importance of regrowing vegetation to site recovery. 
The study was installed as three replications in ;I 3 by 3 Latin square 
(9 replications total). This experimental design also allowed gradierltq 
of distance from the river and along the river to be examined. 111 addition, 
9 pseudoreplications (REF) of the nonharvested area were installed 
immediately adjacent to the disturbance treatments. True replications 
of the control were precluded within the Latin square design because of 
helicopter flight safety issues, but the pretreatment evaluations indicated 
that these areas were very similar to the pretreailnent conditions of the 
disturbed areas. Values for these areas were compared to the disturbance 
treatments using t-tests. 

The sites were intensively monitored during the first two years following 
disturbance and again at ages 7 years (Srabo 1998; Zaebst 1997; Zaebst et 
al. 1995), 10 years, 12 years (Warren 2001), and 16 years (Gellerstedt and 
Aust 2003) after treatment. Mader, Aust, and Lea (1989) found4that the 
HELI and SKID treatments were fully stocked with desirable species 
during ages 1 and 2 years, but that the SKID treatment favored certain 
postdisturbance species, such as black willow (Suiix nipa). Aust and Lea 
(1992) found that the rutting and churning of the skidder treatment 
reduced soil oxygen, soil reduction-oxidation (redox) potentials, and 
hydraulic conductivity, which indicated that the SKID treatment had made 
the site wetter relative to the other disturbance treatments (Table $4). 
Furthermore, all treatment sites were found to have less aeration and 
wetter conditions than the reference stands, probably because of the 
disturbance associated with tree felling on the very soft soils as well as 
reduced ET rates. 

Table 3-4. Average Soil Oxygen, Sozl reduct ton-Oxidutzo~z (Redox), and S a t z ~ ~ a t ~ d  Hydmulzr 
Conductzvzty Values, by Treatment, fnr Upppr 50 Crn SOIL D@tl'z during 1988 ( Y ~ a r  2/blloz~izng 
Duturbance) 

Soil Oxygen So11 Redox Saturated Hydraulic 
Treatment ("10) (mv) Conductivity (cm hr ') 

R E F  5.4 a '  400 a 17.9 a 

HELl 2.2 b 270 b 8.5 b 

SKID 1,4 c 185 c 3 3 c  

GLYPH 1.8 b 285 b 7.4 b 

l~alues followed by dtfferent alphabet~al characters are agnihcanrly d~fferent at alpha = 0 05 Values fol io~wd by 
same characters are not significantly different 
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Sediment inputs were evaluated two years after treatment (Aust, Lea, 
and Gregory 1991). The completely denuded GLWH plots trapped the 
least sediment (0.7 rnm) , foIIowed by the REF ( I .  1 mm) , SKID (1.2 mm) , 

I and HELI (2.2 mm) treatments. The REF and GL,WH treatments trapped 

I the least sediment because they contained less herbaceous material than 

I was developed on the SKID and HELI treatment sites. The SKID treatment 

I apparently trapped less sediment than the HELI treatment because of the 

i collapse of skid ruts during this period. During the imtial two years, the 
investigators concluded that: 

l The initial disturbance reduced soil aeration and water movement, 
particularly in the SKID treatment, and all disturbance treatments were 

I wetter than the control area. 
I 

Treatments such as HELI and SKID favored development of a dense 
herbaceous layer that resulted in increased sediment deposition during 

I 

overbank flood events. 
Both the HELI and SKID treatments resulted in f~illy stocked stands, but 
the SKID treatment had fewer stems and a greater percentage of black 
willow. 

Table 3-5. Azterage Annual Sedirnmt Arcum?dation by Treatment and Measurement Pmod 
(mm yr '1 

Treatment 1987-1 988 1988-1 993 1993-1996 1996-1998 1998-2002 
REF 1 . 1  a' 7.6 a 15.2 a 5.1 a 5.1 a 

* HELi 2.2 b 15.2 b 25.4 b 7.6 b 7.6 ab 
SKID 1.2 ab 12.7 b 22.9 b 7.6 b 5.1 a 
GLYPH 0-7 a 20.3 c 33.0 c 15.2 c 10.1 b 

Values followed by different alphabetical characters are significantly different at alpha = 0 05, Values followed 
by same characters are not significant& different. 

The treatments were reexamined during the seventh and eighth grow- 
ing seasons (Aust et a1 1997; Zaebst 1997; Szabo 1998). Several important 
trends were found to have changed. The GLYPH treatment had changed 
from the bare soil conditions of years 1 and 2 to a lush, freshwater marsh. 
The HELI and SKID treatments had almost reached closed canopy condi- 
tions, and both were growing well. The regrowing vegetation in the 
GLYPH plots now allowed more sediment to be trapped than occurred 
with the other treatments, but the HELI and SKID treatments still trapped 
more than did the REF treatment (Table 3-5). During this remeasurement, 
the stand compositions of the HELI and SKID treatments were found to 
diverge somewhat The HELI treatment areas had stands composed of a 
mixture of water tupelo. Carolina ash, bald cypress, and black willow; the 
SKID treatment had a greater tupelo component. Soil redox potentials 
and water tables were no different between these two treatments. Also 
during this period, the disturbance treatments were found to have a lower 
water table than the reference plot, indicating recovery of ET by age 7 
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years. Similar measurements and trends also were found at ages 10 years, 
12 years, and 16 years (Aust et al. 1998; Gellerstedt and Allst 2005). Annual 
differences in sediment trapping were primarily a result of the total number 
of days that the sites were flooded. During the lowest sediment accumula- 
tion period (1987 through 1988), the site was flooded for less than 50 days. 
The highest values of sediment accumulation occurred during 1995 through 
1996, when the site averaged more than 150 days of flooding per year. 

By age 16 years both the HELI and SKID treatments produced stands 
that were similar in composition to the original, and both treatments were 
growing well (Table 3-6). The SKTD treatment favored the growth of the 
flood-tolerant tupelo (Table 3-6). The original skidding disturbance 
reduced soil aeration and water movement and acted as a site preparatmn 
treatment that favored flood-tolerant species. The HELI treatment kwored 
a wider variety of species, which allowed additional interspecific cornprti- 
tion. Furthermore, the site has recovered from the traffic disturbance in 

several important ways. Annual sediment input has remained high, 
although it is becoming lower as the HELI and SICID canopy shade reci~ices 
ground flora. The sediment inputs filled the skidder nits and brought 
nutrient-rich sediments in. In addition, the montmo~llonitic clays on the 
site have repeatedly undergone shrinking and swelling during the wetting 
and drying cycles. This "self-plowing" has reduced the original compaction 
and porosity problems. 

Table 3-6. Average Overstory Speczes Den.~zty by Treatniplrt, Age 16 Years (count ha1)  

Treatment Nyssa aquatica Taxodium distichum Fraxinus caroliniana Salix nigra Other Total 

REF' 336 a' 89 b 279 b 0 0 704a 

HELI 1,341 b 222 c 2,510 d 427 a 54 a 4,554 b 

SKID 1,690 c 230 c 1,860 c 551 b 188a 4,519 b 

GLYPH 222 a 40 a 170 a 4103 148a 990a 

l ~ g e  86 yean 

2~alues followed by d~fferent alphabetical characters are wgnificarrr/y ddtfferenf at alpha ;. 0 05 Values followed 
by same characters are not stgnif~cantly drfferent 

This study illustrates several important concepts regarding site impact 
studies: 

The original alterations in site hydrology and aeration have had long-last- 
ing effects on species within the HELI and SKID treatments. Fortuitously, 
the severe disturbance of the sluclding actually has resulted in the greatest 
biomass at age 16 years because the SKID disturbance favored a flood- 
tolerant species (water tupelo) - a species that also has a rapid growth 
rate. The HELI treatment also produces acceptable stocking and growth 
but lags behind the SKID treatment in terms of tupelo biomass. 
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' iUthough forested wetlands often are believed to be "sensitiven sites, drainage and water management, on the hydro lo<~ arld water c ~ u a l i t ~  
are incredibly resilient by virtue of the shrink-swell nature of the plantations of fast-growing pines. 

soil, sediment from flooding, and abundant stump sproub. Sites laclung ~ ~ d ~ ~ l ~ ~ i ~  effects of ditching vary, depending on soil chardcreristicq an(1 
factors may be more prone to harvest disturbances. the stages of vegetation development. C:arnpbell and IIughes ( lggl ) 

' Regeneration of these stands resulted principally from stump sprouts. report that free drainage to ditches in pir~e pianoitions i'c.\ulted irl a water 
Few trees, other than black Willow, regenerated from seed in the H E L ~  table drop of 30-60 cm to undrained p~cosins during 
and "ID treatmenu, and the black willow is deteriorating, Recovev seasons. standing water was :rj were water Mble f l i l r r u a t i o n s x  

 thin the GLYPH treatment, which had no stump sprouts, was clearly but soil saturation was maintained. Drainage did not change the 
Only stump sprouts cornpete well with the lush herbaceous hydrologic cycle or convert wetlands to uplands. A retrospective 

wet flab in Virginia found that ditching significantly lowered the 
' 

was favored by disturbances that allow herbaceous table in 0- to 3-year-old pine plantations during wet season when the 

vegetation to become established. This sediment trapping is important to table was close to soil surface (hdrews  1993). At age 23 years, however, 

enhancement of stream water quality and to amelioration of he ditching effect was dramatically reduced during the groGng 
skidding impacts. study of the ditching effect on water table level in Pomolia sand 

suggested that ditching affected water rable levels up to 45 rn the ' 
recovered faster than predicted. Apparently, herba- 

ditch (2 deep and 3 m wide) when the water table was within 80 cm 
rro*s vegetation plays a greater role than was or<gnally assumed, 

the surface (Segal et al. 1986). Hughes et al. (1990) report no apparellt ' The treame~lr brought the site to a bare soil state.  hi^ difference in flow volume and seasonal hydrographs among a lhreal--olc' 
treatment has progressed from a freshwater marsh condition to shrub- unditched natunl timber, full stocked pine plantations$ mlxcd 
'club and is now slowly accumulating enough tree regeneration so that plant;ition/natural watershed, and a ditched na t~ra l  stand. i t  will become a forested wetland. The removal of the stump Using a paired watershed approach, .4man;a and others (Ama~a'Skak?%', 
'prout regeneration sollrce has clearly slowed the recovery of this area, 

similar to those found in the other treatment sites are and Gregov 1996; k n a q a  et al. 1998; h a t y a .  (;r*ego~y, and Skag~s  

becoming reestablished. studied the effects of controlled drainage On the hydrolo~y~ water q n a l i ~ >  
and storm event5 of 15-year-old unthinnecl pine plantations. Contmlled 

Coastal Plain Water Management Research, North Cxolina drainage involves the use of a gated weir to hold water in  the Jn the lower coastal plains of the Southeast, an area known as the ditches during the dry season. These researchers found that (]utflow 
F1amoods7 Water tables lie near the ground surface for much of the year. he watershed under outlet control with a raised weir during the sunlmer 

the pr(lducti~.ity of these lands is high, est&lishment of pine through fall period was reduced to 21 percent of gl-oss rainfall, c o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
saturated soil conditions is difficult. For this reason, with 31 percent for the watershed under free drainage. The cc)ntroiird 

ditchixlg arid drainage have been major hydrologic issues for fares& in this drainage reduced both drainage volumes and peak drainage As a 
area. Much of this vast area of forest lands is being intensively managed result, ET as a residual in water balance Was 10 percent higher On average 
with pine forests for maximum timber production. Intensive forestry in with controlled drainage Controlled drainage treatment (lid 

practices include both silvicultural and bvater management not affect water tables deeper than 1 . h m  ( h ~ a t y a ,  Gregor)', Skaggs 
treatments installed to maximize timber production. The sil~cultural 2000) This treatment, however, significantly (a = 0.05) reduced storm out- 

include bedding of soils, fertilization, thinning, pruning, flows for all events and prak outflow rates for most even&. Water 
prescribed burning, and pesticide application. Water managenlent depth at the start of the event ir~fluenced the effect of collt1"olled drainage 
involves artificial ditching to improve drainage, sometimes control on storm event hydrology. In terms of water cjuality ( h a y a  et a 1  1998)7 
str"ctures to r e k n  water in the dry season. Forest management practices annual average total phosphorus (TP) and ammonium-rlitrogen ( N h N )  
of the southeastern Coastal Plain can lead to significant changes in the exports from the under treatment were reduced 7-72 per- 
water regime of forested lands (hekerk 1989). Impacu of drainage and cent compared to the watershed under conventional free drainage 
water management on the hydrolog and water quality of wetland forests into account the differences that existed when 
in North Carolina had been reported from the 1960s ( T ~ ~ ~ ~  and watersheds were under free drainage, the redilctions in annual avrrage 
Hughes 1978; and Hughes 1980; Skaggs et al. 1980; Hughes export of total solids (TSS) , nitmte-niuite-nitn,gcn (N03+N02 

l988). This section f(~cuses mostly on the studies from late N), and total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) were as high as 47 percent, per- ' 980s that deal wit11 impacts of intensive forestry practices, especially cent, 45 percent, respectively. The authors concl~ldt. that controlled 
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9 
drainqe treatment can be used to reduce TSS and nutrient exports in 
surface rlrainage from pine plantations, primarily through reduced 
drainage outflows. 

At the same site, Amatya, Skaggs et al. (2003) also evaluated controlled 
drainage with a raised weir and an orifice at the bottom to allow some dis- 
charge during storm events to quantiq the impacts of such treatment on 
ontflow water characteristics. They reported that the peak drainage rates 
from watershed with the orifice were substantially dampened, resulting in 
a 17 percent reduction, on average, of annual drainage outflow compared 
to a conventionally drained watershed. Measured annual concentrations 

ji of nutrients in the watershed with orifice control were reported to be 

8. somewhat higher than on the conventionally drained watershed. As a 

I result, despite reduction of flow in all five years (1995-1999), the effects of 

/I 
orifice-weir on NO,N, TKN, and total nitrogen (TN) were not statistically 
significant, except for sediment and TP. Using the paired watershed 
approach at the same site, BIanton et al. (1998) studied the effects of 
harvesting of 21-year-old pine plantation in one of the watersheds. The 
authors rrport that harvesting operations reduced drainable porosity by 
approximately 50 percent, indicating that these changes may have effects 
on storm outflow hydrographs. 

Lebo anct Hernnann (1998) found increased outflow and small increases 
in nutrient concentrations following tree harvest in coastal watersheds. For 
a threr-year period begnning at harvest, annual outflow, N export, and P 
export increased 111-164 mm, 2.1-2.2 kg N ha-l yrl, and 0.12-0.36 kg P 
h2' yr ', respectively. Outflow and nutrient concentrations returned to 
baseline levels within two to three years. On a landscape scale, these 
relatively small increases in annual nutrient exports associated with harvest 
and site preparation are further reduced from 4 to 7 percent above base- 
line levels when placed in the context of a 30- to 35-year growth cycle for 
loblolly pine in coastal North Carolina. 

I 
As part of a watershed-scale study of cumulative impacts of management 

a 

practices on hydrology and water quality of coastal watersheds, Amatya et ! 
al. (2002a) and Amatya et al. (2000, 2001) describe the hydrology and 
water quality of a 2,950 ha drained managed pine forest over iive years 
(1996-2000). This size is typical of large forest tracts found in the coastal 
plains of North Carolina. The forested watershed generally yielded no 
outflows in the summer, except for periods when large tropical storms 
brought the water table to the surface. Annual ET estimated as the 
difference of rainfall and runoff was 970 mm on average for five years. 
The ranges of measured N concentrations at the field edges were 0.5-15 
mg L '  for organic soils and 0.3-5.0 rng L 1  for mineral soils. The annual 
total N loading from this watershed varied from approximately 4.8 kg ha1 
(1997) to as much as 26.6 kg ha-l (1996), with an average of 14 kg hx'. 
Organic N dominated the total nitrogen contents. 
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hppelboom et al. (2003) evaluated forest roar1 management pmcticrc 
for reducing sediment production and transport frorn forested water- 
sheds. Their study, using data from the same forested watershed described 
above, indicates that access roads within these flat, forested watersheds 
have little impact on the sediment concentration of the drainage waters at 
the watershed outlet. This result is contrary to the typical findings frorn 
upland watersheds. The Appelboom et al. (2003) research indicates that 
most of the sediment originating from the road surface settles in the slow- 
moving waters of the ditch network prior to reaching the o~idet. In another 
companion study, Appelboorn et al. (2002) showed that a continuous 
berm maintained along the edge of a forect road can reduce total sedi- 
ment loss by an average of 99 percent compared to the same type road 
without a berm. Similarly, a gravel road reduced the total sediment loss by 
an average of 61 percent compared to the norigraveled road, followed by 
56 percent reduction for a 90 cm wide grassed $trip compared to nongrass. 
Hydrologic Modeling zn the Coastal Plan 

Most of the results reported above were based on n v o  to four years of 
continuous monitoring. Although continuous rlionitoring cart provide 
data for quantifjing hydrolopc and nutsicnr balances and on a more spatial 
and temporal basis, it is rarely possible on a long-term basis. To quantify 
long-term water and nutrient budgets and the interactions and cunMlative 
impacts of many processes and parameters affecting hydrology and water 
quality, researchers have developed hydrologic simulation models. When 
such models are successfully developed and tested, they can be used to 
identifv combinations of practices that will enhance prodr~ctivity and 
reduce environmental impact (Skaggs 1980; Hammer and Kadlec 1986; 
Thomas and Beasley 1986; Goertin, Barter and Brooks 1987; Weatm?ie, 
Bottsher, and Campbell 1987; Heatwole, Cnmpbell, and Bottsher 198'7; 
Parsons, Skaggs, and Doty 1987; Konyha, Robbiris, and Skaggs 1988; 
Konyha, Skaggs, and Gilliam 1988; Beaslcy and Thomas 1989; Chescheir, 
Skaggs, and Gilliam 1990; McCarthy 1990). Ariother importarit application 
of hydrologic models for regulatory and legal purposes is tlie 
prediction of water table depths and the effects of water management 
practices on those depths. Models can be used to evaluate whether 
drainage or other water management and cultural practices cause lands to 
satisfy or not satisfy legal criteria for wetlands. The ability to simulate 
the performance of a system over long periods (e.g., 20-40 years) allows 
examination of water management practices under the wide variability ~n 
climatic conditions that occurs in the South. 

A model (DRAINMOD) for predicting the effects of drainage practices 
on outflow from field-scale areas was developed by Skaggs (1978,1980) for 
poorly drained agricultural lands. Using approximation analytical methods, 
DRAINMOD predicts daily infiltration, drainage rate, ~urface runoff, ET, 
and soil water storage, based on an hourly water balance calculated for a 
soil profile at the midpoint between two parallel ditches. DflllINMOD 
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simulates water table response and sail moisture between ditches for Because evaporative loss of intercepted rainfall also may sigllifica~ltl)' 
different combinations of surface and subsurface water managernent alter the water balance of a forested watershed, an i~ltcrceptlon co lpo-  
practices. Reliability of model predictions has been verified in extensive nent was added to DRAINLOB. The volume of forest ca~~crpy intercept1011 
field experiments (Skaggs and Chescheir 1999). In a study of hydro lo^ of loss was calculated by the method of Rutter et al. (1972) cited in ~cCartiiy,  
pocosins, h-oadhead and Skaggs (1989) compared predicted water table Flewelling, and Skaggs (1992) and Amatya, Skaggs, and (:rego1y (1996) 
depth, monthly drainage volumes, and runoff hydrographs with experi- Evaporative losses from rainfall interceptloll arr first allowed to oc cur, 
mental data collected for a 25-month period on both natural and drained based on the potential wet canopy evaporation rcite calcnlatecl by thr 
pocosin sites sooth of Lake Phelps in Washington County, North Carolina. Pennlan-Monteith rnethod with zero canopy resistance. W ~ e n  the canopy 
Predicted water table depths were within 0.1 m and drainage volumes were storage becomes dry, dry canopy transpiration car1 orcur. Evapo- 
within 14 percent of observed values. Konyha, Robbins, and Skaggs (1988) transpiration is defined as the sum of dry canopy transpiration and sol1 
used DRAINMOD to evaluate the hydrologic effects of peat mining on an evaporation. The hourly potential transpiration is calculated by the 
eastern North Carolina pocosin. A computer simulation study of pocosin Penman-Monteith method, using a stomata1 conductance function in the 
hydrology using a 33-year period of weather data in DRAINMOD was model along with measured leaf area index (M) and weather variables 
conducted by Skaggs, Gilliani, and Evans (1991). The pocosins are lands (McCarthy, Flewelling, and Skaggs 1992; Amatya, Skaggs, and Gregory 
situated on broad, flat basins with poorly drained organic surface soils and 1996). Soil evaporation was calculated as a decreasing expoxlent of LAI  
shallow water tables. In the model, forest vegetation is simulated by times PET (Thornthwaite method), as suggested by Nutter and McKenna 
changing the effective rooting depth, which varied from 0.15 m to 0.25 m (1983), cited in McCarthy, Flewelling, and Skaggs (1992). 
for natural pocosins to 0.40 m for bedded pine forest. The study showed DRAINLOB was tested for predicting daily outflows and water table 
that average annual runoff predicted for a natural pocosin on a depths from three experimental watersheds under both conventionai free 
Portsmouth soil increased from 277 mrn to 384 mm as the depressional 

drainage (McCarthy, Flewelling, and Skaggs 1992) and co:t;olled 
storage was decreased from 300 mrn to 5 mm. Conversion from natural drainage ( h a t y a ,  Skaggs, and Gregory 1994). The authors found that a 
pocosin vegetation to a managed pine forest with a deeper rooting zone 15-year-old unthinned loblally pine stand would intercept as much as 1 .f) 
decreased predicted annual outflow by about 9 percent. DIWINMOD sim- 

mm of rainfall in a single storm. Cumulative interception niay represent ulation shows that drainage ditch spacing greater than 400 m has no meas- 
10-30 percent of the annual rainfall, depending on rainfall distributlon 

~irable effect on average annual runoff, but year-to-year variation in annual and canopy density. Test results using a twct- to four-year period of data 
rhnoff was much greater than the effects of all other factors considered. showed that the model can be used with reasonable accuracy for evalrtatlng 

DRAINMOD was modified for application to wetlands classification by 
I 

adding a counter that accumulates the number of times the water table 
rises above a specified depth and remains there for a given duration. 
Skaggs ~t al. (1991) used DRAINMOD with long-term weather data to 
simulate hydrolog of two wetland soils. The authors report that the wet- 
land status of the soils is affected primarily by depth of surface storage and 
drainage intensity. They also found that the reliability of model predictions 
could be maximized by calibrating input parameters on the basis of short- 
term water table monitoring. 

McCarthy (1990) modified the subsurface drainage, rainfall interception, 
and evapotranspiration components of DRAINMOD (Skaggs 1978) and 
developed a new model, DRAINLOB, to describe hydrologic processes in 
a drained loblolly pine plantation. McCarthy (1990) and McCarthy and 
Skaggs (1991) had pointed out possible errors in predictions of drainage 
outflow rates using DRAINMOD under water table drawdown and fluctuat- 
ing high-water tables for a hypothetical watershed. Therefore, DRAINLOB 
uses a nonlinear Boussinesq equation to predict effects of lag time, bank 
storage, and water table shape on drainage flux that are characteristic of 
forestry drainage ditches. 

conventional and controlled drainage treatmeno on poorly drained soils. 

The new algorithms from DRAINLOB (McCarthy 1990) for pine forests 
were later added to FLD&STRM (Konyha and Skaggs 1992) - a water- 
shed-scale model with a ditch and stream routing component for drained 

j agricultural lands - to develop a watershed-scale forest hydrologic model, 

! DMNWAT (Amatya 1993). The performance of DMNWAT was tested 
with a limited 11-month dataset from a 3,200 ha managed pine forest on 
poorly drained soils in eastern North Carolina (Amatya et al. 1998). The 

6 
average absolute difference between predicted and measured daily 
drainage rates was 0.45 mm day-'. Total cumulative ourflow was underpre- 
dicted by only 5 percent. The effects of variability of rainfall and potential 
ET on predicted drainage outflows also were evaluated. Simulations also 
showed that the effects of clearcutting less than 10 percent of the area on 
a Cape Fear sandy loam (mineral) soil resulted in a 5 percent increase in 
annual drainage outflow but only a 2.5 percent ixlcrease whe11 the same 
area was clearcut in Belhaven muck (organic) soil. 

Amatya et al. (2002b) performed multiyear ancl multisite testing of this 
DRAINMOD-based watershed-scale model (DRAIWAT), One of the sites 
was a 2,950 ha watershed on a previously studied managed pine fbrest 
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t 
(Amatya et al. 1998). The predictions of daily drainage rates and total out- 
flow were in very good agreernerit (R2 = 0.85; E = 0.79) using measured 
data for a five-year period (1996 through 2000), except for peak flow rates 
from large tropical storln events, during which nleasurenients may have 
hecn in error because of gage overtopping. The watershed-scale model was 
used in conjunction with a siniple in-stream transport and transformation 
model of first-order kinetics to esti~rlate annual nitrogen loads from this 
watershed for the same period ( h a t y a ,  Chescheir, Fernandez et al. 2003). 
The method assumes that the decrease in N loads as drainage water moves 

iQlh i 
from the field edge to the watershed outlet is exponentially-dependent on 

bii 
transit time and can be described with a single attenuation coefficient. 
This coefficient, defined as a nutrient delivery ratio, is a function of travel h a , /  

) Y l l i  
time and the nutrient decay rate -which depends on the season, location 

! 
in the watershed, and type of nutrients. Travel time is essentially depend- 

{ ,  
ent on the velocity of flow, which in turn depends on location and season. 
The velocity in the ditch-canal network predicted by the model was used to 
estimate travel time for N lxiovement from the field edge to the watershed 
outlet via a ditch-canal network. A nitrogen decay rate coefficient based on 
literature data was used in the first-order lunetics equation. Nitrogen con- 
centrations based on measured and/or extrapolated data were used with 
predicted daily outflows to compute daily N loadings at each field edge. 

I The results of the annual N loads were predicted within 22 percent of the 
measured data. The results were compared with a spreadsheet version of 
the model built upon @RISK (Palisade Corporation 199'7) that was further 
used to conduct uncertainty analysis of rnodel input parameters, such as 
de&y rate, average velocity, and concentrations on estimated nitrogen 
loads (Amatya, Chescheir, Skaggs et al. 2003). 

Synthesis of Siluinrltural Water Quality Findings for the Southeast 
The dominant water quality issues in southeastern forest management 

are sediment, roads (as sources of sediment), nutrients, fires (as sources of 
sedirnent and nutrients), pesticides, and water temperature. Over the past 
50 years, numerous studies have been conducted to evaluate how different 
types of forest management influence water quality in the South. The 
following subsections summarize major findings of research into these 
silvicultural water quality issues. 

Sediment 
The impacts of forest harvesting on sediment yield are directly related to 

harvesting methods and road building. When forest harvesting is conducted 
in a manner designed to preserve water quality, it does not cause signifi- 
cant stream sedimentation (Hewlett 1979). Conversely, abusive logging 
practices and conversion of mountain forests to agriculture results in sig- 

I 

nificant erosion and stream sedimentation. Long-term effects of forest 
I road construction and harvesting on watershed sediment loading were , 

studied at Coweeta (Swank, Vose, and Elliott 2001). Prior to forest access 
jl 
/i/L road construction (-3 lux) and cutting, sedirnent yield averaged 0.23 metric 
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tons ha' yi', whereas that from its control watershed was 0.1 t ha' yr ' Most 
of the logging was completed with a cable yarding systprn; tractor skidding 
was restricted to a 9 ha area where slopes were under 20 pcrccnt. This 
treatment resulted in significant increases in water yield and soil losr. The 
first year following treatment, annual soil loss increased above predicted 
levels. Accelerated rates of soil loss continued for three years At that point, 
the cumulative soil loss was approximately 3 3 tirneq greater than expected 
(without treatment). The average sedirnent yield was about 0.34 t ha' yr ', 
or 50 percent above the pretreatment level at the end of this 15-yeas cxper- 

r S C I ) L X ~ C ~ ~  iment (Figure 3-8). The majority of the rneaurecI sediment w-1. 
from road erosion. (All tonnage references in this section are metric tons.) 

Aprll July Nw Apr July Nw Apr July Now 

1976 1977 1978 

F~gure 3-8. Inzi~ncts of forest 
accc\s roach on strertnzflozo 
scd~nimtatzo~l @om Str~ank, 
VOSP, and Ellzott 2001 ). 

Harvesting trees in the South without soil disturbances generally does 
not increase sediment levels in runoff, but mechanical site preparation 
with shearing and windrowing of debris does generate significan t sedixnen t 
pollution (Hewlett 1979; IJrsic 1986) However, there arc unusual circurn- 
stances where this is not the case. Ursic (19912) compared the hydrologic 
responses to clearcutting with skidders and logging with :i cable yard ,it a 
hilly upland site in the southern Coastal Plain in north Mississippi. This 
study found that skidder harvesting increased sediment only slightly 
(0.12 t ha.* v'), whereas cable harvesting increased sediment sixfold 
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pb, (3.3 t 1la1 yrl) for the first five years on average. Subsurface flow played a 

is ,  
critical role in elevated channel erosion and deposition in this forested 

ig! landscape (Ursic 1991a). Another study assessing 16 small, mature loblolly 

1. I 
pine plantation watersheds on the upper Coastal Plain in Tennessee indi- 
cated the importance of channel erosion in affecting sediment loading 
(Ursic 1991b). This st~idy suggested that harvesting trees growing on 
previously degraded lands had limited effects (<0.093 t ha' )-r' increase) on 
sediment loading, usually within four years of treatment. 

Mechanical disturbance of the forest floor during harvesting and site 
preparation is a major concern for future soil productivity and potential 
sail erosion increases (e.g., Beasley 1979; Hewlett 1979; Beasley and 
Granillo 1988). Common knowledge suggests that soil structure and site 
hydrology can be aec t ed  by increased disturbance intensity. A study at a 
Piednlont site i ~ t  Alabama found, however, that bedding as a site prepara- 
tion practice for tree planting after clearcutting actually reduced surface 
runoff compared to a nonbedding site (Grace and Carter 2001), as a result 
of higher surface roughness and storage created by the fornler option. 
Although this was a small-scale study, it demonstrated the uncertainty of 
hydrologic responses to current silvicultural practices. 

Scoles et al. (1994) described 15 years of hydrologic and water quality 
research frorn gaged watersheds in the Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas 
and Oklahoma. They note that soil loss increased 3- to 20-fold following 
selection and clearcut harvesting. The amount was still low, however - 
about one-thirtieth that from cropland - and recovery to baseline condi- 
tions occurred in the first five years of the 35-year rotation. Most erosion 
occurred during a few large storms each year, and 90 percent of annual 
stream sediment came from roads. Projected sediment delivery to streams 
as a result of harvesting, site preparation, and erosion from roads in the 
Ouachita Mountains was about 0.16 t ha' yr  '. Lawson (1985) reports that 
ur~clisturbed pine forests in the Ouachita Mountains, Ozark Plateaus, and 
Boston Mountains averaged less than 0.02 t ha' yr-' of sediment losses. 
Maximum amounts of sediment losses of 0.13 t ha' yr.' were observed 
during the first year following clearcut timber harvesting. Recovery to 
preharvest levels of sediment production had occurred within three years. 

A summary of studies on 291 forested basins in eastern LJnited States 
(Patric, Evans, and Helvey 1984) reports sediment losses ranging from 
0.004 t ha' yr ' to 0.8 t ha1 yr ', with an average loss of 0.056 t ha-' yr-'. In an 
earlier study, Patric (19'76) found that sediment losses from undisturbed as 
well as carefully managed forest land usually range from 0.02 t ha1 yr" to 
0.04 t ha' yr I .  At the opposite end of the scale, completely forested water- 
sheds in Virgxnia's mountains lost almost 1.5 in. of soil (more than 80 t ha-' 
yr l )  when about 28 in. of rain fell during a single night (Williams and Guy 
1973). Given the wide range of human-caused and natural variation, 
a1111ost any arnount of sediment is possible. Accurate separation of natu- 
rally produced sediment from human-caused sediment is difficult. 
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Nevertheless, applicable research leaves little doubt that, given prudent 
management, routine forest activities cause only minor and rransitoly 
increases in sediment production. 

Sediment issues in southeastern Piedmont forest 1;inds arc complicated 
by legacy sediments depnsited in strean] and r-iver valleys by historical row- 
crop agricultural practices. The history of agricultural practices in this area 
of the piedmont is well documented (Trimble 1974; kchter  nncl 
Markewitz 2001). Poor farming practices during the cotton-farming era - 
approximately 1810 to 1930 - depleted the topsoils and caused deep and 
large-scale erosion. The early settlers reportedly would lay their rows for 
crops parallel to the slopes of the hills to obtain better drai11ag.e for the~r  
crops (Whitney 1919). Many of the gullies in this area formed as a result 
of these early drainage rows, and at the time of the first soil srxrvey reports 
many had developed into ravines. The following excerpt, frorn a speech by 
H. H. Bennett (1933), Chief of the Soil Conservatiolz Servict., on January 
31, 1933, describes some of the landscape around the Georgia and Sour11 
Carolina Piedmont during a soil survey conducteci in 19 1 1: 

46 thousand acres of stream-bottom, once the m o ~ t  productzzif sozl r?fthe entzre 
state, u l m  classed as Meadow, or land covmd wzth sand a?zd mz~ci ura\hed out 
of the cultzuated hzlls, and thus mad8 suhjvrt to Z ' I Z C T P ~ S P ~  OUO$OWS due to t h ~  
chokzng of channel ways ~12 th  the d e h s  of eroszon X found on thzs F P T O ~ ~ ?  tnp 
that the gullzes had not r t e e d  wzth thezr ch~r~ l zng  away of thr  fin^ np.zc7~ltzrrul 
lands. They had grown longcn; d e q q  and w7dcrr; thcy had hmnclred out, fomn- 
zng new canyons. A roadway zlthzch I had trave1r.d preuzourly had bcen moripd; 
zt must be moved agazn Rut 2t can bc, moved hurt oncp V L ~ T P ,  rznr~ yazurztng 
rauznes are nibp-oachzngfiom the o@oszte directzon 

Once a gully was created by poor management practices and extended 
into the saprolite, large amounts of material rnoved frorn the hillslopes 
and into the stream valley. Glenn (191 1) reported that many of these gullies 
were forming in the Piedmont regi011 and that erosional pr-ocesses arld 
downcutting through the soil mantle was largely left tunchecked. 

Trimble (1974) estimated that 10-30 cm of native topsoil were lost during 
the late 1800s and early 1900s as a result of poor agricultural practices. 
Trimble (19'75) calculated that within the Savannah kver  watershed, only 
4 percent of the soil eroded from the Piedmont uplands since the 1'700s 
has been carried past Augusta, Georgia. This erosion resulted in the 
transport of much sediment into (>eargials Piednlont streams. Much of 
this sediment is still mobile in Piedmont streams, and i t  conlplicates ef'for-ts 
to quantify current sediment inputs from silvicultural and other activities. 

Roads 
Forest access roads can be considered long, linear ribbolls of compacted 

earth that can create and route overland flow and sediment to stream sys- 
tems. Sediment budgets in commercial forest lancls often are clorninatec1 
by road contributions. Traditional methods of forest road construction 
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ancl maintenance have resulted in large increases of forest soil erosion and 
stream qedimentation. Numerous road construction ~ractices that mini- 

1 

rnize erosion and sedimentation have been identified. Examples of these 
practices are coarser paving gravels, grassing of road beds, construction of 
broad-based dips, brush sediment barriers along road margins, and road 
buffer strips (Douglass and Swift 19'77). A great deal of research has been 
conductecl in the Southeast to investigate how to reduce sedimentation 
frorn forest access roads. Many of these studies were conducted at Coweeta 
ancl Fernow (Table 3-7). Swift (1988) provides a comprehensive summary 
of Cowreta's road experiments and the results. 

Table 3-7. Surnrnary of Road-&dated Sdzment Studzes Conducted at Coweeta and Fernow 

Research Subject Coweeta Results Fernow Results 

So11 loss from ineptly located 6,850 yd3 of soil eroded from 
and managed logging roads 2.3 mi. of road (Hoover 1952) 

Soil loss from well-located 2-1 15 t ac ' yr "Swift 1984a) 
forest roads 

Road surfaces lowered 0.9-1.2 in. 
during 1 year (Trimble and 
Weitzman 1953) 

2-80 t ac" yr" (Kochenderfer and 
Helvey 1987) 

Flood frequencies and culvert Results applicable to most of Higher peak flows in central 
sizes needed to convey flow southern Appalachian Region Appalachian region require 
beneath roads (Douglass 1974) larger culverts (Helvey 198 1) 

Distances soil eroded from Average distance ranged from D~stance less than 200 ft at 33 
roads, then was carried across 32-1 12 ft, with BMPs (Swift sites, farther at 7 sites, no BMPs 
the forest floor 1986) (Patric and Kidd 1982) 

Principles of road design to Wide-ranging treatment in Basic principles in nontechnical 
mhiimize soil erosion rather technical terms (Swift terms (Kochenderfer 1970) 

1984b) 

Layman's guide to foiest Somewhat technical Slideltape program (Kochenderfer, 
road hurlding (Swift 1985) Wendel, and Kidd Undated 

Soil loss from adeq~rately located General discussion of erosion Soil losses from minimum standard 
and managed logging roads control and soil losses (Swift logging road (Kochenderfer, 

1985) Wendel, and Smith 1984) 

Unused roads stabilize soon Eas~ly reopened by clearing Reforestation reduces road prism 
after logging drscontinued revegetation (Douglass and width (Kochenderfer, Edwards, 

Swank 1976) and Wood 1997) 

Road experiments at Coweeta began in 1934 with the establishment of 
Coweeta Hydrologic L'aboratory. The first studies were conducted by C.R. 
Hursh in a successful attempt to reduce erosion and required mainte- 
nance. Hursh demonstrated that significant reductions in soil loss from 
forest roads could be made by mulching or vegetating the adjacent cut and 
fill slopes (Hursh 1935, 1939, 1942; Swift 1988). Hursh conducted numer- 
oils studies that identified the best construction methods for forest roads 
and employed bioengineering to stabilize slopes (Swift 1988). Although 
facilitating the construction of roads was a major motivation for this 
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research, streams benefited frorn significant reductions in sedirnt.ntatio~~ 
following road construction. Hursh's work laid the foundation for suhse- 
quent research that specifically addressed tlrr impacts of roads on stream 
water quality. 

Forest road impacts on stream sedimentation were investigated in the 
exploitive logging research on watershed 10 (see section on Coweeta 
experiment station), in which loggers were allowed to construct mads and 
timber access in a manner typical of that tirne. This activity included con- 
struction of skrd trails directly upslope, adjacent to, arrd within streams 
(Swift 1985). These practices resulted in the loss of 408 m3 of soil per km 
of road constructed (Lieberman and Hoover 1948a). Sediment delivery to 
streams was high and turbidity peaked at 5,700 pprn (Lieberman and 
Hoover 1948133, significantly reducing downstream aquatic fauna (Tebo 
1955). Road erosion became such a problem that the rc~ads had to be 
closed and stabilized. It was concluded that the sedimentation observeci in 
the stxearn resulted almost exclusively from road erosion rather than from 
other forest harvesting activities (Swift 1988), 

A subsequent series of experiments was conducted to determine how 
sound watershed management practices would affect tirnber harvesting 
operations. Two watersheds (numbers 40 and 41) were selected for this 
study. Although both watersheds were slated for hal-wstlng, watersheti 40 
was to be managed for water production and watershed 41 was t o  be man- 
aged to maximize timber production (Swift 1988). Road constructior! 
practices on watershed 40 were tightly controlled. This control included 
restrictions on road placement, road width, vehicle operations, skidcling 
and yarding, and stream crossings, as well as the use of outward sloping 
roads and employment of vegetative runoff and crosion control measures. 
The techniques employed on watershed 40 were successful in protecting 
water quality. Construction techniques, maintenance requirements, and 
relatively high initial cost requirements were deerried impractical by timber 
managers and loggers (Swift 1988). This led to the Stamp Creek demon- 
stration project in 1956. Over a four-year period, local foresters and loggers 
conducted harvesting operations while receiving consultation on road 
design from Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory. The road maintenance and 
construction techniques employed in this study proved to be economically 
more feasible than those in the watershed 40 experiment. No significant 
impacts to water qualit): as determined through turbidity nlonitoring, 
occurred as a result of the forest harvesting or road network (Swift 1988). 

In a further effort to improve existing forest road erosion and runoff 
control measures, scientists at Coweeta began a multiple resource rnan- 
agement experiment in 1962. This experiment resulted in drvelop~ncnt c,f 
the broad-based dip for forest road construction. Previously engineers had 
relied on water bars and ditches to collect and drain runoff' from road 
surfaces. In this study, roads were sloped outward and inside ditches were 
eliminated. This arrangement allowed runoff to flow as sheet flow rather 

f 
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than concentrating and forming channels. On steeper road segments, accounted for 70-80 percent of total soil losses fro111 the rites. In  a test of 
water bars were replaced 14th broad-based dips in the road surface h a t  integrated sediment control options, graveling of the ro:tdbcd reduced 
directed runoff off the road surface and onto the forest floor (Cook and soil losses to less than 20 percent of the bare soil condition, the coml)inecl 
Hewlett 1979). This technique prevented concentration of surface runoff treat~nents of vegetating the cut and fill slopes along with g'3v'ling the 
and allowed for infiltration of runoff water on the forest floor rather than roadbeds reduced total erosion rates to less than 10 percent of the 
allowing i t  to channelize and flow to the nearest stream. The broad-based pretreatlnent condition (Swift 1984b). Despite these irnprovemcllts. Swift 
dips were ~onsmlcted by creating a 6 m wide, 3 percent upslope grade on reported that the net loss of soil from the entire roadwdy. was 20 times 
the roads The dips were also sloped outward at 3 percent to direct flow off greater than that estimated for undisturbed forest. 
of the road surface. The elimination of ditches, oualoping of roads, and The of road construction practices and treatrlients oudined 
use of broad-based ditches greatly reduced runoff and erosion from the above reduces the erosion and trailsport of soil away from 
roads in this study. consequently, these methods were adapted as stan- forest roads (Swift and Burns 1999). Through proper design, filtering of 
dads  for forest road construction by the national forests in Region 8 of the runoff from forest roads can be induced by directing flow onto the 
USDA Forest Service (Swift 1988). ral litter laver of the forest floor (Swift 1985). In extremely steep terrain) 

Despite advances made in reducing the erosion and transport of sedi- 
ment away from forest roads, scientists at Coweeta felt that forest roads 
were still generating too much sediment and runoff. Consequently, efforts 
were undertaken to improve the durability of active forest roads and 
reduce the erodibility of roads that received light traffic. In 1976 Swift 
began a series of experiments to determine how various road surface treat- 
ments affected erosion rates. The treatments were installed on forest roads 
composed of two soil types and included bare soil, grassed roadway, and a 
variety of aggregate road beds. Runoff and sediment from the treatment 
roads were monitored over a three-year period. Soil losses from all treat- 
ments were greatest immediately following construction. Subsequent pulses 
or so11 loss were triggered by intense rainfall events. Road surface type was 
significant in reducing loss rates. Soil losses from bare roadbeds were eight 
tlrnes those from graveled roadways. The erosion rates declined in the 
ensuing six months, but losses from the bare soil were still six times greater 
than those observed from the gravel treatments. The largest losses came 
from roads that experienced loggng traffic. Roads protected by thinner 
layers of rock experienced losses similar to those observed with bare soil 
when logging trucks were present. Large crushed stone (20 cm) afforded 
the most protection against erosion; however, it was deemed too coarse for 
many vehicles. Medium crushed rock (15 cm) provided roadbed protec- 
tion similar to that observed with the 20 cm stone but at a significantly 
reduced cost. Erosion rates from fine crushed rock ( 5  cm) roadbeds were 
slrnilar to those from bare soil. On lightly traveled roads, seeding of 
roadbeds and cut and fill slopes reduced erosion rates by 50 percent from 
that observed under bare soil conditions (Swift 1984a). 

The specific sources of sediment from road erosion also are important 
because they influence where erosion control efforts should be concen- 
trated. Swift (1984b) monitored erosion rates from roadbeds, cut slopes, 
and fill slopes along the series of road treatments described in the pre- 
ceding paragraph and in Swift (1984a). Although soil losses from all sur- 
faces were high during heavy rains, erosion rates on bare cut and fill slopes 

t , 
a en Rows. Forest this filtering may not be sufficient to arrest sediment-1. d 

I 
roads still generate significant amounts of sediment that frequently end up 
in streams and impairs water quality. The proximity of a road to a stream 
or drainage way is one of the leading factors in determining whether erod- 

i 
ed sediments will impair streams. Thus, proper design and placement of 

i 

roads adjacent to streams, as well as stream crossings, are vexy important. 
I 

Consequently, guidelines for proper design and sizing of stream crossings 
F have been developed for the southern Appalachians (~o1iglass*l%'4; 
i 

Swift 1985). 

Employment of filter strips along roads also mitigates the propagation of 
road sediment through a drainage network and into streams Although 
filter strips normally include natural vegetation, their performance may be 
augmented by using trees and woody slash material to form brush harriers. 
Such materials are readily available from trees cut during road constructir,n 
and residual forest harvesting materials. Studying forest roads 111 the 
mountains of southwestern North Carolina, Swift (11386) quantified the 
benefits of filter strips in arresting the propagation of sediment-laden flows 
off road surfaces. Whereas the average transport distance for all sites ( r z  = 
88) was 22 m, the average distance from bare fill sites was 34 111. Grass cover 
reduced this distance by approxinlately 40 percent. The use of brush bar- 
riers below road fills reduced the mean and maximum distances by half. In 
addition, Swift found that natural forest litter was instrumental in inhibit- 
ing transport. Sites that had forest litter removed by fire treatments had 
transport distances 50 percent greater than those with natural forest floors. 
Sites that had fill slopes protected by grass cover and diverted runoff 
through forest litter and brush barriers provided the most resistance to 
flow (Swift 1986). Based on transport distances, Swift established standard 
widths for forest road buffers as a function of slope and brush barrier 
construction. 

Researchers at Coweeta are continuing their investigations into the 
dynamics of forest road erosion, sediment transport, and stream sedimen- 
tation. Clinton and Vose (2002) investigated the effectiverless of road 
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paGng in reducing the delivery and transport of sediment from forested season, size of watershed, and size of storm. Therefore, peak f1o-t~ effects 
mountain roads in thr southern Appalachians on four road surface wes :  from timber harvest show significant variation between studi~s and vary 
~vo-veal--old pavement, improved gravel, improved gravel with sediment between undetectable (Kochenderfer, Edwards, and W~)ocf 1997) as 
control, and unimproved gravel. The paved road system generated the much as a 35 percent increase in peaks on a highly imparted 80-ac1-e pied- 
least sediment; the unimproved road generated the most. The distances of 1~1oilt watershed (Hewlett and Doss 1984). Working at Fernow, 

srciiment transport away from the roadbed were (in order of decreaing Kochenderfer, Edwards, and Wood (1997) studied the effects of selective 
ciistance) paved, improved gravel, improved gravel with sediment control, harvest to 35.6 cm stump diameter with skidroadc on contoor and 10 per- 
zinc1 unimproved. kedel  and Vose (2002a) subsequently reported that not cent road coverage on a 39 ha watershed. They found no statlstiral 
only do roads increase stream sedimentation, roads and road usage levels apparent differellce in annual peakflows following hnnrest The)' did find 
r'rlal~ge the nature of stream sediments. The strearn sediments in their some increase iIl growing season peaks and in stormflow volumes !ma$ni- 
southern Appalachian study watersheds shifted from a predominarltly tude not reported). Similarly, Helvey and Kochendorfer (1988) found that 
organlc composition (80 percent organic during baseline conditions) in "a comnlercial clearcut that removed 74 percent of basal area from a 71- 
forested benchmark streams to a predominantly mineral conlposition (20 acre watershed and a harvest that removed 91 percent basal area from an 
percent organic during baseline conditions) in watersheds impacted by 85-acre watershed had no effect on annual peak flows." 
forest roads and residential development. 

In an effort to quantify and predict the effects of road sedimentation and Nutrient concentrations in forested basins may be affected by fertilization, 
forest road RMPs, kede l  and Vose (2002b) conducted a validation study nutrient release after clearcutting, insect outbreaks, and fire. Change of 
of GIS-based cumulative effects sedimentation models. They found that streamwater chemistry is one important signature of ecosystem response to 
the resolution of i n p ~ ~ t  data is as important as model mechanics; increasing watershed disturbance. The impacts of forest hantestlng (In water chem- 
input data resolution from 90 m to 30 m to 10 m increased model predic- istq and nutrient export were reported in several papers developed at 
tive s ~ e n g t h  (predicted versus observed correlation coefficients) fourfold. Coweeta (Johnson and Swank 1973; Douglass and Swank 1975; Swank ilnd 
These results were used to identif/ optimal locations of implementation Swank 1981; Swank and Vose 1994; Swank, Vase, and Elliott 2001). 
of forest road BMPs. Following an initial pulse of sediment from site Research into forest harvesting impacts on water chemistry has shown that 
disturbance, the BMPs reduced sediment yield by 50 percent (Riedel and relatively minor increases in nutrient export occur immediately nfter 

harvesting. Johnson and Swank (1973) analyzed long-term water chemistry 
responses (Ca, Mg, K, and Na). They found that over thc duration of 

Results of southeastern studies on storm flow effects of timber harvest experimental record, clearcutting treatments have not caused substantial 
have been consistent with studies elsewhere in North America. As a result losses of Ca, Mg, K, and Na. Increases following harvesting decline rapidly 
of reduced summer evapotranspiration in clearcuts and young plantations, with time as streamwater chemistry returns to near-baseline conditions. 
callopy removal increases flow volumes and peaks for storms occurring Corltinued increases in NO, N have been observed following hawsting of 
during the growi~lg season and for early fall storms (Patric arld Reinhart deciduous trees and may result from a conlhination oi'species cornpositiorl 
1971; Hewlett and Doss 1984). In forests, early fall storms produce little or shifts, mineralization in response to forest floor clecompositlon, and 
no runoff because soils dried out by a summer of evapotranspiration altered soil nutrient cycling. C:onversely, reductions in n~ltrlent export 
absorb and store most precipitation. In comparison, soils on clearcut sites occur following conversion of grasses to forest and mixed drciduous forest 
are wetter and thus become more responsive earlier in the fall. Fall flow to eastern white pine. As with anthropogen~cally driven changes in forest 
events usually are small, however, compared with winter events arld events cornposition, reductions in forest standing crop resulting from insect 
driven by ~ntense summer thunderstorms. During winter, when nlost large outbreaks at Coweeta increased nutrient export. The duration and magnt- 
runoff events occur, there is little difference between soil nloisture levels in tude of these impacts are directly related to the life cycles and popolat~on 
clearcuts and forests, and studies have revealed little difference in flow density of infesting insect species. 
peaks for large and infrequent flow events (Hewlett and Helvey 1970; Converting hardwoods to white pines at Coweeta nor only reduced water 
I-Iewlrtt and Doss 1984; Helvey and Kochenderfer 1988; Kochenderfer, yield, it also altered streamwater quality (Swank and Vase 1994) During 
Edwards, and Wood 1997). the 20 years following initial treatment, streamwater solutes gener '1 11 y were 

The effects of timber harvest and site preparation on storm flows vary similar between the pine-covered watersheds and the mixed hardwood 
with the amount of bare soil exposed, the amount and locations of road control watersheds, except for NO,-N and S0,z. Flow-weighted mean N O ~ N  
surfaces, the connectivity of road runoff to streams, time since harvest, concentrations increased slightly (0.1 mg L ' )  ; S0,"concentratlons 
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incrvased nearly threefold. Like Johnson and Swank (1973), Swank and 
Vose (1994) report reductions in average losses of calcium, magnesium, 
potassium, and sodium of 2.3, 1.7, 4.4, and 1.2 kg ha-' yr', respectively. 

Swank, Vose, and Elliott (2001) contrasted the long-term water chemistry 
records of a grazing and clearcut watershed with its associated control 
watershed. Increases in nutrient export occurred following harvesting; the 
largest - though still relatively small - losses occurred during the third 
year fc?llowing treatment. E'xport increases frequently were lower than 
background rates of atmospheric deposition (watersheds are a sink for 
nutrients). Similarly to previous results, the nutrient losses returned to 
baseline levels within a few years d te r  treatment. Unlike in previous stud- 
ies, a second phase of increased NO,N losses was found bepnning 14 years 
after treatment. The authors hypothesize that there were several potential 
factors contributing to the elevated NO,N export, including mortality and 
chifts in species composition, nutrient releases from decomposition, ele- 
vated soil ~litrogerl transformation, and reductions in the soil C to N ratio. 

Qualls, Haines, and Swank (1991) and Qualls et al. (2000, 2002) have 
conducted extensive research on the dynamics of soluble organic nutrients 
in undisturbed and harvested forest ecosystems at Coweeta. The forest 
ecosystems retained more than 99 percent of water soluble organic C, N, 
and P produced in litterfall, throughfall, and root exudates. Nthough 
cutting increases organic fluxes in these ecosystem compartments, soil 
re ten tion mechanisms efficiently buffer against leaching of organic nutri- 
ents to streams after clearcutting. 

flertilization with N and P to increase tree growth potential is common 
in the South. A study on the North Carolina Coastal Plain suggests that fer- 
tilization resulted in elevated concentrations of NH, up to 3.8 mg L-', urea 
up to 1.2 rng L1, total N up to 9.3 nlg L-', total P up to 0.18 mg L', and 
orthophosphate up to 0.1 mg L", measured in the soil at the field (27 ha) 
edges. Three weeks after treatment, concentrations of all ions returned to 
pretreatment levels. Concentration of nitrate-N ranged from zero to 1.2 
mg L1 during the 60-day mo~litoring period (Campbell 1989). Similar find- 
ings in the Coastiil Plain are reported in Segal et al. (1986) and Riekerk 
(1989b). More information about fertilization impacts on water quality for 
other physiographic regons can be found in NCASI (1999a). In general, 
fertilization on forest lands rarely caused nitrate-N concentration in 
streams exceeding the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) drinlilng 
water standard of 10 mg L", especially if care was taken to avoid direct 
application to streams. 

The long-term streamwater chemist~y monitoring efforts at Coweeta 
Hydrologrc Laboratory have established baseline conditions for control 
watersheds. IJnanticipated deviations from normally observed concentra- 
tions cause researchers to take notice. Such was the case when Swank et al. 
(1981) investigated increased nitrate levels on watershed 36 and found 
that they were the result of insect defoliation. In 1969 defoliation of the 
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mixed hardwood forest on watershed 27 by fall cankerworm was observed 
(Swank 1988). During the ensuing years of the infestation, average monthly 
nitrate concentrations, as NO,-N, rose significantly. Peak nitrate levels 
occurred in conjunction with the period of maximum outbreak and defo- 
liation in 1974. With the decline of the cankerworm p o p u l a t ~ o ~ ~  nitrate 
concentrations approached those of the baseline conditions. Thus, when 
scientists observed a similar pattern of increasing nitrate concentrations 
on watershed 36, they suspected that the cankenvorn~ infestation had 
spread. An inspection of the watershed in 1974 revealed an increase in 
cankerworm egg mass on surveyed trees. As with watershed 27, nitrate con- 
centrations returned to baseline conditiorls as the cankerworm outbreak 
subsided (Swank 1988). A comprehensive discussion of the mechanisms 
responsible for this phenomenon has been published (Swank et al. 1981 1. 

A similar response of stream nitrate levels to insect infestationc occurred 
on Coweeta watershed 6. Following the forest-to-grass conversion treatment 
in 1965-1967, watershed 6 was allowed to undergo natural successxon. 
During this period, "mean annual NO,-N concentrations in streamwater 
gradually declined from about 0.75 mg U1 in 1972 to 0.50 mg L' in 
1978.. ." (Swank 1988). Nitrate concentrations then suddenly rose back to 
0.75 mg L'. This rapid increase in nitrate export occurred in conjunction 
with a widespread outbreak of the loc~ist stem borer in a pioneer species, 
the black locust. As the outbreak continued, mean annual NO,N colicen- 
trations continued to rise. As infestations peak and black locust mortality 
sets in, creating gaps favorable for early successional species, Boring and 
Swank (1984) hypothesize that NO,-N concentrations would tend toward 
baseline levels. 

A synthesis of the long-term dynamics of inorganic N for Coweeta water- 
sheds (Swank and Vose 1997) finds the following: (1) Control watersheds 
are highly conservative of N, with atmospheric deposition 4 . 0  kg ha' yr '  
and stream exports below 0.25 kg ha1 yrl; (2) streams draining control 
watersheds show significant time trend increases in annual NO, cctncentra- 
tions and increases in seasonal amplitude and duration of NO, concentra- 
tions during the period 1972-1994; (3)  streamwater chemistry trends are 
partially attributed to significant increases in inorganic N concentrations in 
bulk precipitation and/or reduced biological demand resulting from forest 
maturation; and (4) for disturbed watersheds, stream inorganic N data 
provides evidence for stages 1, 2, and 3 of watershed N satnration. 

Clinton et al. (2002) summarize the research results from four experiments 
examining stream nitrate (NO,-N) responses to forest fires in the 
Nantahala National Forest in western Narth Carolina, A fell and burn fire 
(Jacob's Branch) and two stand replacement fires (Winespring Creek and 
Hickory Branch) were implemented as prescriptions to improve degraded 
xeric oak-pine forests. The fourth (Joyce Kilmer) fire was an arson-related 
wildfire, burning the understory in an old-growth mesic-xeric forest. The 
Jacob's Branch and Joyce Kilmer fires occurred in the fall; the fires on 
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Wines~ri~lg Creek 2nd Hickory Branch were spring burns. Stream nitrate downstream of the co~lfluence of Crane, C:rossland, and Wash Branch 
was elevated following the burns on Jacob's Branch 2nd Joyce ~ l ~ ~ ~ ,  (Neary and Currier 1982). Increases in streamwater mtrate, NO,N, werp 
whereas no S..ream nitrate response occurred with the two spring burn sites attributed to the fertilizer applications. Elevated COncelltratlul35 of NOsN 
(Table 3-81. Clinton et 31. (2002) surmise that N released during the spring and PO,_P in streamwater were largely confined to storm flow eve11t.S; Incan 

was immobilized by vegetation uptake, whereas N released during concentrations were not statistically higher than those observed 0x3 the 
the Pall burns was not. undisturbed Crane Creek (Table 3-9). The anions, Na7 I(, Ca7 and Mg 

ranged from 12 percent to 82 percent above hackgro~ind lexrels during t h p  
Table 3-8. I n o i h i e s  m Str~urnwatp, ~ V O ?  N and i ~ ~ 4 ~ / o l l o w t n g  jitT8 monitoring period (Neary and Currier 1982). 

Season Mean (mg L')  Max (mg L') impact Water Temperature 
NQ3-N NH4-N NO3-N NH4-N duration Forest harvesting along streams usually results in increased strear11 

temperatures (Swift 1973; Wooidridge and Stern 1979; Swift 1982) Swift 
and Messer (1971) monitored stream temperatures in nine watersheds 
that included both treatment and control waterslieds. On the watersheds 

Joyce Kllrner Arson wrldftre Fall 0 00 0 1 2  0 00 6 wks Cl~nton et that experienced complete harvests, sunzrner stream temperatures 
increased from an average of 19°C to more rhan 23°C. The most intensive 
treatments raised temperatures by more than 7°C. 0nversely7 water 
temperatures in streams with uncut streamside or riparian vegetation 
showed no increases in stream temperature. In addition, temperatures In 
the impacted streams returned to pretre>itmelit levels with subsequeilt 

"S'ighth' ieveir of NO3-N &'ere defmed for two weeks fo//owing the burn ,n an upper reach of H ~ ~ x ~ ~ ~  regeneration and shading provided by ripanan vegetatlori. The observed 
Branch 'mfned'arek ;.cljacenr the burn wte Howevec no changes in stmmwater i\i'03-i\i' ivrre demtable 
at monitorinq l o i a r ~ d  at the outlet of the watershed encompassing The burn area temperature increases significantly altered streamwater clual~q as*w%ter 

temperatures were raised above levels that were unsuitable for the nat~ve 
trout populations (Swift and Messer 1971 ) . 

3-9  i n f l - t ~ ~ e s  i n  WaVaiEY Consiltuents foNowznghre F&i~zzo~20n, 
mi: L' (adapted from Neary and Cumer 1982) In a subsequent study, Swift (1973) investigated the effkctlveness of 

preselving a 12 m buffer of streamside vegetation in mitigating poten tlal 
Shwatersfied Treatment and Comments N O ~ - N  poq-p N~ streamwater temperature impacts resulting from forest 2larvesting on a 
Crane Creek Undisturbed 0004 a' 0 Ol2a 0.989 a 0 501 a 0 571 a 0.327 a small, mountain watershed. The stream flowed through alternatixlg patches 
Wash Branch Parttal burn OOl2b 0013 1 2 4 5 ~  0617c  0 . 8 6 3 ~  0 . 4 4 0 ~  of cut and uncut riparian zones. Water temperature rapldly increased by 

Jumping Part~al burr? plus 6°C as the stream flowed through a 900 m cut area. Then the temperature 
0 0 5 1 c  0021 l l 5 4 b  0606bc 1040d 04784  decreased by approximately lo(: as the stream flowed through a 800 ni 

downstream, uncut riparian axes, and it subsequerl tly increased again 
0049c  0.013 1.359d 0695d 0967d  0441 c somewhat as the stream flowed through a 200 ni cut area. The stream 

temperature eventually stabilized to normal (12.8"C) after p~tsslng two 
forested sections (2,100 m). The alternating network of cut and uncut 
riparian areas limited maximum water temperatures to less than 20 '~ :  - a 

'va'ues fO1lowed diffpienr al~habericai characte~ are signrf/cantiy different at a@ha = 0 05 fo/iOwed 
temperature given as an indicator of trout habitat impairment. 

by .same characters are not signiftcant~y dtfferent Swift (1982) reported long-term impacts of cable logging on streamwa- 
ter temperatures. The first two years followitlg cable logging, average surn- 

The Jumping Branch Fire, an unrelated wildfire, burned 1,093 ha of the mer stream (38 percent shaded) water temperatures had increased 3.3'C 
'Iue Edge Mountains of South Carolina in 1978. For one year after this Regeneration of streamside trees by stump and root sprouts increased 
fire,  near^ and Currier (1982) monitored stream chemistly (NO,N, NH, streamside leaf biomass to 78 percent c-~f the pretreatment cond~t~on with111 
N, P04P~ Na, KJ Ca, and h.lg) and total suspended solids from five streams. three years following treatment. Subsequent temperature tncreases aver- 
Of thest streams, Crane Creek was undisturbed, Wash Branch was partially aged 1.Z0C. Minimum temperatures were elevated only in the first year of 

Jurxlping Branch was partially burned and fertilized, and treatment; the daily temperature range (minimum-maximum) was elevated 
crossland Creek was ~~rnp1eteIy burned and fertilized. Townes Creek was during the frve years of the study. Streamwater temperature increases were 

89 
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I predicted to decrease at a rate of 0.3'C per year, ultimately returning to 
pretreatment levels. 

Pesticides 
Pesticides have been increasingly used in the South to controI insects 

and weeds. Potential pollution by these materials can result from direct 
aerial application, aerial drift or revolatilization, leaching and transport by 
subsurface flow, and transport adsorbed to suspended particles. Because 
these chemicals ran be important tools to accelerate forest growth and 
combat pest outbreaks, a substantial amount of research has been con- 
ducted in the South to understand the fate of applied forestry pesticides 
(Neary 1983; Neary et al. 1985; Michael and Neary 1990; Neary, Bush, and 
Michael 1993; USDAFS 1994; Neary and Michael 1996). The literature sug- 
gests that the risk of long-term contamination from pesticide application 
is low when care is taken. Although each chemical or biological agent (e.g., 
Bacillus thuren,@ensir) has its own properties, residues generally are not 
persistent (especially for more recently adopted chemicals) and do not 
bioaccumulate. A review of herbicide data shows that when herbicides are 

I not applied directly to steams and when buffer strips are used, peak residue 
concentrations generally are low (<500 ppb), and residue levels in surface 
runoff generally are less than 36 ppb for ground application or less than 
130 ppb for aerial applications (Riekerk, Neary, and Swank 1989). A recent 
review of herbicide toxicity to wildlife found that most herbicides used in 
modem silviculture are of low toxicity to aquatic and terrestrial organisms 
(Tatum, Shepard, and Wigley 2002) and thus pose little hazard to wildlife. 

This assessment in no way absolves forest chemical applicators of any 
concerns about their application of chemicals. Inappropriate application 
methods can result in direct entry or excessive drift of chemicals into 
streams. Although the toxicity of most commonly used forest chemicals is 
low for aquatic organisms, there is some toxicity. Models such as AgDRIFT 
provide an opportunity to test application equipment and operation vari- 
ables to confirm that planned applications will minimize any water quality 
impacts (Teske and Ice 2002). Through mechanisms described herein 
(e.g., leaching and lateral subsurface transport to the stream or transport 
attached to suspended particles), even well-placed chemicals may reach 
streams - although usually at very low concentrations. Preferential flow- 
paths in forest soils can result in some bypassing and delivery of chemicals 
to streams. Nevertheless, forest sites tend to have Iess pesticide loss than 
nearby agricultural sites because applications are infrequent over the 
rotation of a stand and do not accumulate over time, and forest soils have 
generally higher organic matter, which provides for pesticide sorption and 
clecamposi tion. 

BMP Effectiveness Studies 
Forestry best management practices (BMP) to minimize nonpoint 

pollution from forestry activities have evolved over time and have been 
developed largely on the basis of observations from long-term hydrologc 

i i 
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studies and the water quality research described in this chapter. 
Recognizing the high infiltration capacity of forest soils, BMPs are 
designed to minimize the amount and duration of bare soils and to reduce 
the hydraulic connectivity of runoff from bare soil areas to streams. 
Although specifics vary from state to state, all state forestly BMPs share the 
following basic recommendations: 

* Minimize bare ground coverage and soil compaction. 

Separate bare ground from surface waters. 

Inhibit hydraulic connections between bare ground and srirface 
waters. 

Avoid disturbance on steep convergent slopes. 

* Separate fertilizer and pesticide application from surface waters. 

* Provide a forested buffer around streams. 

* Engineer stable road surfaces and stream crossings. 

Specifics of these guidelines vary between states with respect to elements 
such as sueamside management zone (SMZ) widths, allowance of thinning 
within SMZs, spacing recommendations for water diversions on loggng 

I roads, road surfacing recommendations, and so forth. Some of these dif- 
I ferences are related to sociopolitical differences between states, some lo+ 

differences in silvicultural techniques, and some to general pl~ysiograph~c / differences between regions that make certain water quality issues more or 
/ less important in those regions. (See www.usabmp.net.) 

Because the forest industry relies on BMPs to meet water quality protec- 
tion requirements of the Clean Water Act, BMP effectiveness studies are an 
active area of research in the Southeast. Southeastern RMP eEectiveness 
studies published since 1990 include Kochenderfer and Edwards (1990); 
Adams et al. (1995); Arthur, Coltharp, and Brown (1998); Keim and 
SchoenhoItz (1999); Williams et a]. (1999); Wynn et al. (2000); Vowell 
(2001), Williams, Hook, and Lipscomb (2001), Williams et al. (2002), and 
Carroll et al. (2004). These studies used a variety of study designs, includ- 
ing paired watershed experiments, cross-landscape comparisons, and 
upstream-downstream comparisons. Furthermore, most of these studies 

'zc tors, were interdisciplinary and considered a suite of water quality C 
including temperature, sediment, nutrients, in-stream h a b i ~ t  structure, 
and benthic macroinvertebrate communities. Taken together, these studies 
demonstrate that modern BMPs substantially mitigate norlpoint pollution 
from forestry activities at the site scale, although the BMPs are not 100 
percent effective. These studies also demonstrate that the biotic and chem- 
ical noise in larger streams renders the water quality effects of forestry 
activities using BMPs undetectable. In other words, the water quality 
effects of modern forestry are very small in comparison to spatial and 
~empord  variability in water quality in larger streams. 

Williams et al. (1999) provide an intriguing comparison of management 
impacts with and without BMPs, using a retrospective romp:~risori t o  the 
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by Hewlett (1979) at the B.F. Grant Memorial Forest in the he south, from mountains to wetlands, however, it shotlid not be surPnsing 
piedm*1lt. Recall that Hewlett indicated that most of the increased sedi- that the quality of water for e\ren least-impaired watersheds 1x1 this re%io* 
nient observed at the time of harvesting and reforestation came from can vari widely and may not achieve idealized cntcrla. Ice and Birtkicy 
roads and channel disturbance. Hewlett estimated that with properly (2002) review EP,4-proposed, ecoregion-hased national water q1laliV rsltr- 
de51gned and maintained roads, effective SMZs, and careful site prepara- for total n i ~ o g e n  and total phosphorus. Thpy f o ~ l ~ l d  that slnall 

and planting methods, 90 percent of the increase in sediment could forest streams would not achieve these proposed citeria7 even where 
be avoided Williams et al. (1999) monitored sediment and other water streams arose from undisturbed research control watershf'ds In  the south- 
qualit). ImpacG from timber harvesting operations on Piedmont watersheds ern coasal plain, the control watershed for the South Carolilla 
where spate BMPs were applied. They found that much of the sediment provides an excellent example of this problem: Runoff from this watershed Feld increaes obse~ved after timber harvesting resulted from increased meet either proposed total nitrogen or total p h o s p h ( ~ ~ ~ l s  criteria- 
channel flow (as a result of reduced evapotranspiration with removal of ~h~ santee, like some other wetlands, wz found to have especially 
the vegetation)- They found small but significant increases in sediment organic nitrogen loads. Another study by Ice and Sugden (2°03) 
c"llcentrations immediately after harvesting, even with BMps, Never- that the majority of least-impaired streams monitored could not achieve 

the iI'Kreases Were small, especially compared with those measured the dissolved oxygen criteria for Louisiana in the summer. Criteria for 
Hewlett (1979)- Williams et a]. (1999) estimated that the BMPs reduced judgng water quality must be physically achievable and biolo@caIly relevant. 

sediment @eld increases tenfold compared with the earlier study -just 
about what Hewlett had estimated. The South presents an enormous challenge to foresters, forest 

gists, watershed managers, and aquatic biologists. The region 
Continuing and Emerging Issues and Final Thoughts tremendous forest and watershed diversity (as presented in this 

BMPs are voluntary throughout the Southeast, and only one high timber abundant and diverse ~ q m u c  SpeCles, and overabundant 

state requires a permit for silvicultural activities. This nonregulated envi- demands on water resources. The body of work reviewed in this 
ronment for water q~laliv protection allows greater market flexibility for 

rter 
demonstrates that we have learned many importallt lessons about Imw to 

forest produca industries. Decisions regarding h u e s t  and site preparation manage forest watersheds to achieve substantial protection of essential 
can be on the basis of market and cash flow considerations, without beneficial uses of rnnoff. we  summarize some of lllesr lessons helow 
the expense of permitting delays. TO maintain this flexibility, the forest 

~ : ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~  industry must be able to demonstrate to the public and to water KEY LESSONS LEARNED IN THE SClUTHEAST 
qualiV management agencies that forestry BMPS are impkmented and , water gelds increase following timber harvesting and site preparLtllri1. 
effective Fwthermore, the effectiveness of BMPs must be assessed cumu- largely as a result of reduced evapotranspiratlo*. 
latively, at a watershed scale, to calculate the contributions offorest ac~rities 
to a Total Maxifllum Daily Load Program (TMDL) for a basin This effort . stormflow vo~ulne and peak flows also tend to increase 

rrqulre development of process-based models of BMP performance lowing hawesung, in response to changes in soil moisture storage avail- 

linked Gth in-stream models of pollutant transformations and transport. able (as a result of and interception changes) 

other factors, such as modified soil characteristics after disturbance. forestry operations in the southeastern United States usually are 
on a landscape with a long history of intensive (sometimes 

referred to as abusive) agricukure that preceded forestry as the dominant 
land use of many areas of the South. For example, upland erosion in the 

Erosion and sedimentation following harvesting, site preparation. and southeastern Piedmont from approximately 1810 to 1930 totaled 1 k 3 0  cm 
(Trimble 1974). Most of this sediment is still in valley storage. Therefore, planting, although relatively small compared to thilt under land 

uses, can be significant increased over rates measured for undisturbed in-stream habitat and biotic conditions are still largely influenced by legacy 
i n i ~ a c a  of historic land use. Additional work is needed to conceptually forest watersheds. 
reconstruct presettlement conditions and to account for historic . ~h~ greatest potential for increases in sediment from fo~~est  acti~ties is 
in water quality evaluations. associated with poorly designed or maintained roads and channel dis- 

Often we have idealized expectations about the quality of water coming turbance for hilly or sites. practices that recluce these 
off watersheds. The water quality coming off forest watersheds is impacs can gready reduce overall changes in sedimellt related to 

better than the quality of runoff from watersheds in other land forest activities. 
uses. Given the diversity of forest and watershed conditions shown bere for 
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* Roads may not be an important source of sediment for flat sites. 

111 some riverine forest sites, disturbance that increases herbaceous 
vegetation can increase sediment trapping. 

Any increases in nutrient concentrations and loads following harvest- 
ing and site preparation tend to be short-lived, usually disappearing 
within a few years. 

Natural disturbances such as insect outbreaks also can temporarily 
increase nutrient losses from forest watersheds. 

* Stream temperatures can be protected by providing shade though the 
use of streamside management zones. 

* Water qualiry and appropriate management practices can vary widely 
because of the diversity of conditions found in the Southeast. 
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